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Abstract

Surveillance on implantable joint prostheses is crucial to assess performance of

devices and ensure safety of patients. In data collection, unique identifiers for

patients and information about the operated side are necessary to correctly follow

implanted devices over time and perform accurate survival analysis. Hospital

Discharge Data is the largest source of information on joint replacement surgery

in Italy; however, it does not include the operated side variable, making follow-

up impossible and survival estimates unreliable. This work provides a Bayesian

Probabilistic Record Linkage model that allows to link, with good accuracy, primary

interventions and corresponding revisions (due to implant failure); this makes

follow-up possible and precise enough to perform survival analysis with results

close to those that can be obtained when the operated side is known.
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Introduction

Joint arthroplasty constitutes a major innovation in clinical practice to treat degen-

erative diseases, like osteoarthritis, or trauma events, like fractures, or other specific

joint diseases. The principal benefits of this kind of interventions are relief of pain,

improved functionality and a better quality of life [96]. For these reasons and their

high effectiveness, hip and knee arthroplasty were defined the intervention of the

20th century [59] and of the first decade of the millennium [70], respectively. The im-

portant observed increase in the number of joint replacement performed worldwide

through the years, starting from the 80’s, confirms these results [40, 53, 85, 76, 8, 91].

Indeed, since 2009, the number of hip and knee replacements has increased rapidly

in most OECD countries. On average, hip and knee replacement rates increased

by 22% and by 35% [75], respectevely, between 2009 and 2019. In Italy, the number

of joint replacements have more than doubled in 19 years, from 105,491 in 2001 to

220,445 in 2019 [14]

In this context, an accurate assessment of safety and effectiveness of joint pros-

theses is necessary. In many countries, national arthroplasty registries perform this

task at national level, mostly applying survival analysis techniques to estimate the

lifespan of the implants. In Italy, the Italian Arthroplasty Registry (Registro Italiano

ArtroProtesi, RIAP), was established at the Italian National Institute of Health (Isti-

tuto Superiore di Sanità, ISS) and started collecting data in 2013, after an initial pilot

project [100]. However, due to its limited time window, geographical coverage and

low completeness of data collection in most of the participating regions, RIAP can

carry out efficient analyses for devices assessment and clinical practice evaluation

only in few limited contexts and not at national level.

The National Hospital Discharge Records (HDRs) Database contains informa-

tion on all hospital admissions performed within the national territory [17]; it is

transmitted, every year, by the Ministry of Health to ISS, to support research on

public health. For arthroplasties, this research is carried on by RIAP. Even if such

data does not contain any information about implanted devices, it might fruitfully
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be used to perform statistical analysis to assess the clinical practice in arthroplasty

surgery at national and regional level. To this aim, the major drawback to overcome

is the absence of the “operated side” variable in HDRs, that currently prevents to

associate every revision procedure (and associated failure) with its related previous

implant, making survival analysis impossible.

The aim of this work is to propose a probabilistic record linkage model to

match the record of the first implantation with subsequent records about revisions

performed on the same joint, despite the missing information about the side; by

explointing such a procedure, reliable survival analyses can be produced when

using the national database of Hospital Discharge Records.

Chapter 1 contains an overview on arthroplasty registries and statistical methods

that are routinely used to assess safety and effectiveness of implanted devices.

In chapter 2 the probabilistic record linkage method is presented and the under-

lying mathematical structure is described.

The performance of the model is evaluated in Chapter 3, by the use of simulated

data.

Finally, the model validation on real data, collected in the Autonomous Provinces

of Trento and Bolzano from 2010 to 2018, is presented in Chapter 4. For such data,

the operated side information is available and, therefore, results obtained via the

proposed linkage procedure can be compared with ground truth.
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Chapter 1

Arthroplasty Registries: an

overview

Joint replacements are a well-recognized valuable solution to relieve pain, restore

joint function and improve patients’ quality of life [74]. For this reason, hip and

knee replacements have been called the prosthesis of the century [59] and the

prosthesis of the decade [70], respectevely. The development of hip arthroplasty

to restore joint function has its roots in the late XIX century [51]. After decades of

various attempts, the revolutionary concept of “low friction arthroplasty” has been

introduced in the early 1960s by Sir John Charnley, paving the way to the current hip

[11] and knee arthroplasties [97]. In the following 50 years, remarkable advances

were observed. However, despite the development of new clinical and surgical

techniques and many successes, patients have been harmed by many failures

[32]. Besides the most common side effects, such as infections, thromboembolic

complications, prosthetic component breakage or wear, loss of fixation, osteolysis

and many others requiring revision surgery [63], in the new millennium, a high

incidence of important problems related to surface arthroplasties, metal-on-metal,

modular neck, taper corrosion were observed [32], with serious long-term effects

on patient health [65].

To monitor devices and patients’ safety, the need for collecting information

about interventions and measuring outcomes became evident, leading surgeons to

understand the importance of a detailed follow-up of their patients and the need of

the development of systems for tracking their patients and documenting outcome

over time. The first example of this approach comes from the USA: it was the Mayo

Registry, established at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota in 1969. This reg-
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istry includes detailed data on surgical procedure, joint features and information on

short and long-term complications for hip, knee, shoulder, and elbow replacements

performed since 1969. Purpose of a registry is “to collect institutional, regional,

or national data in order to analyze and draw statistically significant conclusions

regarding patient, surgical technique, and implant associated risk factors that lead

to good or poor outcomes” [63]. Nevertheless, the number of patients and inter-

ventions collected in the Mayo registry was too small to perform proper statistical

analysis, leading to an inherent risk for performance bias. Moreover, only the few

kind of devices and surgical techniques used in that specific institution could be

assessed. Even considering all the limitations of a registry collecting data from a

single institution, the Mayo registry was an important first step to create a tool to

perform epidemiological studies and analysis of risk factors to gain knowledge

about the treatment of several complications and side effects of arthroplasty.

The first nationwide orthopaedic registry was created in Sweden in 1975 and it

collected data only about knee arthroplasty [84]. Four years later, in 1979, always

in Sweden, the first national registry tracking hip replacement interventions was

established [62]. Starting from such experience, several countries started developing

their own national registry and, nowadays, arthroplasty registries are fundamental

tools for surveillance and vigilance of medical devices worldwide. Their role is to

collect information on joint replacement surgery and to monitor the performance of

implanted devices [63].

Registries can assess performance, effectiveness and safety of the different kinds

of implants used in joint replacements. This task is performed by collecting data

about the surgical practice, with a key focus on patient quality of life. Thanks to

registry data, clinical practice might be improved, providing useful feedback to the

whole orthopaedic sector, manufacturers, industry and procuring stakeholders [29].

The effectiveness of registries in improving clinical practice and safety of devices

is evident when considering that since the 80’s, by getting feedback from annual

reports, the decision making of Swedish surgeons about surgical techniques and

devices performances has driven them to a 10-year total knee arthroplasty revision

rate lower than 4% [110]. The importance of an efficient and high quality registry

as a surveillance and vigilance tool can be understood by using a real life example

from 2007. Outcomes from the National Joint Registry for England and Wales high-

lighted poor performances in terms of survival of metal-on-metal joint replacements

[19]. Moreover, this kind of devices led to unwanted effects, that are unusual for

arthroplasty, in a large amount of patients, resulting in an increased risk for safety
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[36]. The concern exposed by the registry allowed for the Articular Surface Replace-

ment (ASR) metal-on-metal hip arthroplasty system by DePuy Orthopaedics to be

removed from the market, even though with a certain delay [5]. This shows how

assessing and monitoring devices is important in order to detect poorly performing

implants to guarantee the safety of patients [107].

1.1 Registries today: definition, features and aim

The International Medical Device Regulators Forum (IMDRF), a worldwide group

of medical device regulators that includes several institutions - like the European

Commission Directorate-General for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship

and SMEs and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration - and that is directly observed

by the World Health Organization, defines a registry as follows:

”An organized system with a primary aim to increase the knowledge

on medical devices contributing to improve the quality of patient care

that continuously collects relevant data, evaluates meaningful outcomes

and comprehensively covers the population defined by exposure to

particular device(s) at a reasonably generalizable scale (e.g. international,

national, regional, and health system)” [67].

When considering arthroplasty registries, the main goal is then to collect in-

formation about any joint replacement of interest performed in a certain hospital,

region or country, covering primary interventions and revisions of previously im-

planted devices. Individual patient data such as age, sex, diagnosis are collected,

along with surgical technique and type of implant used.

By using this data, it is possible to get statistical summaries regarding the re-

operated patients (that is, to estimate the survival time of an implanted device until

its failure) and provide surgeons and manufacturers with important information,

useful to improve both clinical practice and device performance, in terms of ef-

fectiveness and safety. This information may concern surgical methods, types of

prostheses or their materials, design and other features.

1.1.1 Features of a registry

One of the key features of a high quality registry is the linkability, namely the ability

to link a primary implantation of a device in a joint to possible future revisions,
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for the same patient on the same side. This is necessary to study effectiveness and

safety of implantable devices, as it allows to estimate the corresponding survival

time and detect possible side effects. The main tool registries use to guarantee

linkability is a single identifier for each patient, that allows for unique identification

and remains the same over time and space. That is, the identifier of a patient has

to be the same through the years and even if the patient undergoes surgery in

different hospitals or regions. Such identifier might be the health insurance number,

the national identity number or any kind of randomized unique code that ensures

the linkability of the procedures performed on a patient. However, since a patient

might need to have both joints replaced, at the same time or in different occasions,

recording information on the operated side is crucial, as it allows to uniquely

identify a device, avoiding bias in the estimate of the survival time of prostheses.

Thus, collecting the identifier and the operated side ensures that a record about a

prosthesis implantation during a primary procedure at a given institution and date,

can be linked to subsequent revisions of the device, even if performed elsewhere.

The other fundamental dimensions for a registry that ensure reliable outcomes

are high coverage and completeness. Coverage is defined as the ratio between

the number of institutions participating in the registry and the total number of

institutions performing interventions of interest for the registry in that country

[109]. A high level of coverage implies a large territorial extension of the data

collection and the ability to detect the performance of a wide range of devices and

surgical techniques used in interventions. This allows also to track the use and

consequent performance of a specific kind of prosthesis, implanted in patients with

different characteristics and using different clinical approaches, avoiding bias due

to ability of surgeons or to the not comparable effectiveness of the same device in

different conditions.

Completeness measures the percentage of interventions of interest performed in

a single institution caught by the registry out of the total number of interventions

of interest performed in that institution [109]. Obviously, despite a good coverage,

while completeness is low, analyses and reporting could be misleading.

Along with quantity, measured by high levels of completeness and coverage,

data quality is a key factor for the ability of a registry to improve in terms of

reliability of feedback and to be able to drive all the stakeholders to progress

in clinical research. Quality and harmonization of data submitted by hospitals

and agreement on a common set of statistical tools are crucial prerequisites for

comparison between different institutions or countries conducting joint replacement
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surgery [1].

1.1.2 Statistical analysis of registry data

The vital status of patients is not of crucial interest for arthroplasty registries, as the

main focus is about implants. This means that if a patient dies while the prosthetic

implant is still correctly in place, this is not considered as a failure whether the death

of the patient is not strictly related to the device itself (as it can happen because

of infections), but rather as a censoring of the observation time. In this context,

implant revision is the primary and most important endpoint. Therefore, it is useful

to properly define what a revision is, as this is a notion of major importance in the

following: a revision is defined as a “new operation in a previously replaced joint

during which one or more of the components are exchanged, removed, manipulated

or added” [60]

Time to revision is the most important criterion to assess performance of im-

plants in total joint surgery. Estimates of failure probabilities are used as a measure

of the risk of suffering a reoperation and the Kaplan-Meier (KM) estimator is the

main tool used by arthroplasty registries to estimate the probability of revision

after a primary procedure [34]. The revision-free survivorship, estimated via KM

estimator and usually expressed as the complement of the estimated survival func-

tion, is widely used and is often referred to as "revision rate" in literature about

arthroplasty [15]. The KM estimator is adequate because the estimate it provides for

the probability of reoperation results to be an easily interpretable, understandable,

and clinically relevant quantity. Then, at the time being, the KM estimator sets the

gold standard and it hardly will be superseded [106].

Nevertheless, some authors argue the effectiveness of this approach because

of the potential presence of competiting events, with subsequent violation of the

assumption of identical revision risk in censored and uncensored patients. Those

authors claim that the patients’ death, implying the presence of censored time

to event when using a KM approach, may rather be considered as a competing

event, to avoid biased estimates of the revision risk [7, 6]. In particular, the KM

estimator is based on the assumption the patients with a censored time have the

same probability of revision at any subsequent time of patients with a observed

event. Therefore, when KM estimator is used in the analysis of registry data, deaths

are handled as right-censored observations. Essentially, the implicit assumption

when using the KM method, is that dead patients would have the same probability

to undergo a revision intervention than alive patients.
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Models for the analysis of competing events can be used to account for con-

current mortality in order to estimate failure probabilities [95]. This alternative

approach leads to the use of cumulative incidence functions (CIF) [47, 27], where

patients’ deaths are considered to be competing events, while patients who reach

the end of the follow-up alive and unrevised are censored. The assumption behind

the KM approach generally leads to an overestimate of the revision rate with a

statistically significant difference between the estimates obtained by KM approach

and the one obtained by competing risks approach [55, 56].

However, this bias is not always observed, as it depends on the distribution of

deaths in the groups being compared and on statistical tests used to investigate

the differences in estimated survival curves. Indeed, the difference between the

performance of KM and CIF methods, with death considered as a competing event,

may be dependent on the death probability in the group of patients under analysis,

as CIF estimates of the revision rate are generally lower when the failure rate for

the competing event (death) is high [24]. Indeed, this difference in estimates is

more evident in groups of patients with higher risk of death and in elder people in

general, leading to greater difference between KM and CIF estimates of the survival

curve [64, 7].

The choice of the estimating method depends on the aim of the study: while

the aim of the analysis is to describe the failure of an implant, compare longevity

performances or give regulatory headlines, the KM method is the most appropri-

ate, as death with a device still in place, without adverse event occuring, is not

considered as a failure, but rather as a censoring of the observation time. On the

other hand, the CIF estimator is recommended when the topic of the study is about

resource planning, health economics, or communication with patients on their risk

of undergoing a revision intervention [82, 93].

To have a complete overview on standard models to estimate the failure proba-

bility in arthroplasty studies, it is worth mentioning the Cox model, that is often

used to estimate the effects of covariates on the hazard of the failure occurrence.

While it is widely used and considered as a benchmark in literature for survival

analysis [83, 58], the hypothesis of proportional hazards on which it relies on does

not generally hold when data from arthroplasty registries are considered [81]. Some

adjustments with respect to the standard model have to be done to circumvent this

issue. Therefore, a weighted Cox regression model has been proposed to deal with

the problem of non-proportional hazards providing estimates of average hazard

ratio [94].
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1.1.3 The present and the future: patient-oriented registries

As described so far, estimated survival time of prostheses is used as the main

endpoint to determine whether surgery has been a success or a failure and to assess

safety and efficacy of devices. It is of primary interest to learn how long implants

can correctly be in place without occurrence of infections, re-admissions, and other

adverse events such as thromboembolic and cardiovascular complications. It is

also of main importance to detect any devices leading to early failures. But, mainly

in last decades , these quantities have not been considered as sufficient anymore

to measure the ultimate outcome for patients [113]. Indeed, arthroplasty surgery

is performed to decrease pain, restore functionality and movement and improve

quality of life. Therefore, it is logical to consider these factors as further endpoints

when assessing efficacy and safety of implanted devices. Revision is an event that

is straightforward to understand and with immediate clinical relevance, but it is

insufficient to measure the success of performed surgeries. In fact, survival after

one year is close to 100% while self-reported satisfaction is 80% after total knee

arthroplasty and 90% after total hip arthroplasty [112]. If an implant is considered

to have failed only when a subsequent revision happens, then interventions on

patients with a poor outcome in terms of pain, range of movement, walking and

radiological appearance, which do not imply a revision surgery, are considered as a

success [12, 71].

To satisfy the need to collect information on patients’ quality of life after surgery,

the Swedish registry started in 2002 with a pilot project to introduce the Patient-

Reported Outcomes Measures (PROMs) follow-up programme [86]. A Patient

Reported Outcome consists in patients reporting about their own health status, in

terms of relief of pain, effectiveness of the surgery and possible improvement of

quality of life, without interpretation or any kind of filtering by clinical experts

[88]. By this approach, a generic health status and any health-related quality of life

improvement are reported, along with data about specific features concerning the

performed treatment, such as, in case of arthroplasty surgery, range of movement of

the joint, ability to walk and any pain and functionality-related information. Usually,

these outcomes are collected by making patients fill a self-completed questionnaire

[111].

The most developed, high quality and functioning national orthopaedic arthro-

plasty registries, such as those established in Northern Europe, collect Patient-

Reported Outcome Measures on all or on samples of patients undergoing hip and
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knee arthroplasty and produce feedback and reports on a yearly basis [87]. The

information collected can be of primary importance to focus on patients’ needs

and improve their care, to establish a data-driven decision making process about

surgical timing and clinical approach. They can also improve the effectiveness of

provided care, leading to better choices in terms of procuring of devices, surgical

techniques and postoperative follow-up and rehabilitation [9].

1.2 The Italian Arthroplasty Registry

In Italy, joint replacements showed a huge increase in terms of volume of activity

since early 2000’s, with an average yearly rate of 4.2% between 2001 and 2019 [14],

reaching over 200,000 arthroplasties performed in 2019, with an impact of almost

two billions euros on National Health System [105].

That is why, in 2000, regional registries were developed, collecting data for

patients resident in the region and operated within the region limits [98, 22]. Nev-

ertheless, this approach resulted to be not effective because of the high observed

interregional mobility due to the freedom for patients to move from a region to

another to be medically assisted. Patients operated in a region and revised in an-

other region refer to two distinct regional healthcare systems and the tracking of

their device is lost. This means that a regional registry might consider still in place

a number of implanted devices that are instead revised in another region, with a

huge bias in performance and safety estimates [89, 90].

In 2006, the General Directorate of Medical Devices and Pharmaceutical Service

of the Ministry of Health funded a pilot project of the Italian National Institute

of Health aimed at implementing a national arthroplasty registry, organized as a

federation of regional registries. All the stakeholders are involved: public health

institutions, scientific societies, biomedical industries and patients associations, by

including their representatives in the Registry Steering Committee, namely the body

responsible for the work and progress of the Registry [103]. Regions are enrolled

on a voluntary basis and, at the time being, eleven regions and two autonomous

provinces are participating in the project (Figure 1.1) [101].

The importance of the registries as a tool to support the medical device gover-

nance is recognized by the EU Regulation on medical devices 2017/745 of 5 April

2017, stating that:

”The Commission and the Member States shall take all appropriate

measures to encourage the establishment of registers and databanks
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Figure 1.1. Regions and institutions participating in RIAP at 31 december 2020 [102].

for specific types of devices setting common principles to collect com-

parable information. Such registers and databanks shall contribute to

the independent evaluation of the long-term safety and performance

of devices, or the trackability of implantable devices, or all of such

characteristics.” [20]

At that time, the Italian government was already working in this direction: by

the Prime Minister decree of May, 12th, 2017 [44], according to the Decree Law n. 179

of October, 18th, 2012 [43], the government had just established the Italian Registry

of Implantable Prostheses (Registro Italiano Protesi Impiantabili, RIPI) at the Italian

National Institute of Health. The RIPI includes the Italian Arthroplasty Registry

(Registro Italiano ArtroProtesi, RIAP), aimed at collecting data about the use of

prosthetic devices, in order to assess their effectiveness and safety once they are on

the market, and tracking patients in case of recall of a specific device.

1.2.1 Data collection and participating regions

A record from the Italian Registry is composed by two parts: 1) a set of variables di-

rectly picked from the original Hospital Discharge Record; 2) the so-called Minimum
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Data Set, derived by a form compiled for each performed intervention, including

information of specific interest to Registry purposes.

The Hospital Discharge Record section collects data on:

• hospital;

• patient unique identifier;

• patient demographics;

• clinical procedures performed during the hospitalization (coded sccording to

the International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical Modification,

the ICD-9-CM);

• patient general health and possible comorbidities (ICD-9-CM);

• administrative information.

The Minimum Data Set section collects information on:

• operated joint;

• operated side;

• surgical procedures (approach, fixation, others);

• diagnosis for primary intervention and revision;

• class of the implanted device according to the National Classification of Medi-

cal Devices (CND) [41];

• manufacturer;

• device catalog code;

• lot

Part of the Minimum Data Set is about the implanted device. Collected data

allows for unique tracking of the prosthesis by using the patient identifier along

with the side specification. This information is of crucial interest in case of patients

with bilateral prostheses, that is when a patient has both joints of the same kind

(e.g. both hips) totally or partially replaced by an implantable device. This usually
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happens because of degenerative diseases like osteoarthritis, since patients with

severe osteoarthritis in one operated joint may also have symptoms of disease

development on the other side [16] and will undergo a second arthroplasty to

replace the other joint in the following few years.

Particular attention is paid to the unique identification of every single compo-

nent of the implant. The main tool used to ensure the correct tracking of these

components is a dedicated library (RIAP Medical Devices Dictionary) implemented

and continuously updated by manufacturers with their new products and relative

features. The information collected in the library includes catalog code, name of

manufacturer, description, CND code, and the General Repository of the Medical

Devices registration code [103]. This last one is an identifying code that all the

medical devices receive when they are registered in the National Medical Device

database of the Ministry of Health. Registration is mandatory to allow devices to be

marketed in Italy and used within the National Health System [42].

To ease collection of records, in particular for the Minimum Data Set section, and

to make data submission more immediate, the Italian National Institute of Health

developed two web apps: RaDaR and SoNaR. RaDaR is aimed to facilitate the task

for surgeons to compile information required for the Minimum Data Set. SoNaR

is the tool used by regional coordinating centers to send data to the Registry, after

linking the Hospital Discharge Record and the Minimum Data Set.

The Italian National Institute of Health has access to all data submitted by

the participant regions, while regions have access only to the regional data they

sent. This data flow is of crucial importance as RIAP needs high quality data

with uniform structure from all the participating regions for proper analysis to be

carried out. Once data is available, the Registry can produce accurate statistical and

epidemiological analyses and provide all the stakeholders with useful feedback.

Surgeons and clinicians, in general, can better understand the effectiveness and

safety of devices and techniques they use, as well as manufacturers may receive

fundamental information for their postmarket surveillance and possible feedback

on malfunctioning devices to recall. The data collection flow is resumed in Figure

1.2 [108].

1.2.2 The Italian Registry now

At the time being, the Registry is focused on several activities. The RIAP library

dedicated to Medical Devices is continuously updated and, according to the last

published report [102], it includes over 80,545 codes for products by 110 manu-
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Figure 1.2. Flow diagram of the Italian Arthroplasty Registry data collection model [108].

facturers. This activity and the collaboration with the National Joint Registry of

England and Wales (NJR), aimed to connect the RIAP Medical Devices Library and

the NJR Component Database, will lead to implement a useful tool that will collect

information about a wide range of medical devices used across Europe [68].

The development and maintenance of the web applications SoNaR and RaDaR

are of primary interest as well, since participation in the Registry is on a voluntary

basis and facilitating the compiling of the forms and submission of data is crucial.

Data collection still appears to be a hard task for clinicians, as it requires time

and competence, and, in case the method for filling records and submitting data

would not be supported and eased by tools like SoNaR and RaDaR, they could be

unwilling to participate in the RIAP [99].

In the last years, the RIAP is also trying to match the vision of patient-oriented
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registries by the development of a Patients Reported Outcome approach. The

first pilot project was aimed to measure the quality of life for patients undergoing

hip arthroplasty following the guidelines for the Hip disability and Osteoarthri-

tis Outcome Score (HOOS), that is designed to assess outcomes in patients with

osteoarthritis after total hip replacement [104].

Participation in the Registry is not mandatory for most regions and this implies

low levels of coverage and completeness. By the use of the Hospital Discharge

Records collected in the country every year, obtained from the Ministry of Health,

the Registry has estimated the completeness for replacement interventions on hip

(34.9%), knee (36.5%) and shoulder (11.3%), performed in 2019. The overall number

of collected interventions is equal to 75,682, representing in terms of completeness

only 34.2% of all interventions performed with respect to the whole national activity

volume. For the regions and hospitals participating in RIAP, the average complete-

ness was equal to 65.8% for hip, 63.7% for knee and 52% for shoulder replacements

[102].

Unfortunately, these values for completeness are not enough to guarantee re-

liable analyses and results. Registries outcomes are considered to be acceptable

only if based on data with a completeness not lower than 90%, with high quality

standards [52]. To implement survival models, another key feature to be considered

is the amount of years covered by the data collection. Since the medical devices of

interest have usually a long lifespan with high probability (e.g. the National Joint

Registry of England and Wales reports that, by using KM estimator, the estimated

revision rate for hip implants is 8% after 16 years from primary intervention [4]),

a long time window of observation is needed to get reliable estimates. Even if

RIAP activities started in 2006, data have been collected with high quality standards

only in the last few years. Moreover, the high variability of quality among the re-

gions represents a further limit that does not allow for accurate analysis in Registry

reports.

That is why RIAP uses Hospital Discharge Data, that is transmitted every year

from the Ministry of Health, to carry out epidemiological analyses and have a frame

of the arthroplasty activity in the country. Results on activity by region, focused on

demographics and clinical features are produced and published in reports [13, 14]

and allow stakeholders to have information and improve their decision-making.
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Chapter 2

Survival Analysis based on

Hospital Discharge Records

Hospital Discharge Data (HDD) is a huge source of information. Every year the

Ministry of Health provides the National Institute of Health with Hospital Discharge

Records (HDRs) covering hospital stays occurred in the whole country and, at the

time being, such data is available for years since 2001. By using this data, it could

be possible to carry out some useful analyses for topics of interest for the RIAP, but

limitations exist and have to be considered.

As it comes from an administrative source, HDD does not give any information

about the implanted device, such as material, surgical technique or manufacturer,

that are usually reported as part of the Minimum Data Set in a Registry record. It

only registers that the patient underwent arthroplasty surgery, specifying whether

it was a primary intervention or a revision (implying a failure) of a previously

implanted device. While assessing effectiveness and safety of implanted devices is

impossible, information about hospital, region of hospitalization, demographics of

the patient and diagnoses are registered. This information makes the data suitable to

analyse different kind of topics: investigation of risk factors for primary arthroplasty

or failure, evaluation of performance by region, studies about inter-regional mobility,

and, most important, overall performance of arthroplasty surgery in Italy.

To carry out such analyses, a major issue has to be overcome. HDD reports

a unique identifier for each patient, that allows to follow patients in time (the

same identifier is used since 2001) and space (the identifier is the same whatever

the region of the hospital), but the operated side is not available. This means

that, for patients undergoing bilateral surgery, the link between a primary and the
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corresponding revisions is ambiguous.

Let consider, for instance, a patient with osteoarthritis that has the left hip re-

placed. Two years later, because of the development of the disease, the patient

undergoes a further surgery to have a prosthesis implanted also in the right hip.

After five years, one of the devices is revised because of a failure; the record cor-

responding to this last hospitalization reports that the patient underwent a hip

revision arthroplasty, but the side is not specified. In such a case, matching the

primary and the revision (and consequent failure) is not possible. So, there is no

way to know whether the first implanted device survived seven years or the sec-

ond implant survived five years. This may introduce a (potentially huge) bias in

survival estimates, in particular while considering that thousands of patients have

been operated on both sides for the same kind of joint.

To explore the magnitude of the resulting bias, due to the missing information

on the operated side, Registry data (with side information available) from the

Autonomous Provinces of Trento and Bolzano have been used. RIAP referents for

Autonomous Province of Trento provided an accurate back reconstruction of registry

data [78], while data from the Autonomous Province of Bolzano is continuously

collected since 2010 [77]. Thus, in both cases, high quality registry data is available

from 2010 to 2018 .

Data at disposal is composed of 10,638 records for primary intervention aimed

to implant hip prostheses in 9,588 patients, with 1,050 patients who had both hips

replaced. Figure 2.1 shows the result of the analysis: the black line is the complement

of the Kaplan-Meier (KM) estimate of the survival curve with known operated side,

while in gray there is a surface where the possible KM estimates of the curve lie

when the operated side is unknown and the linkage between primary and revision

interventions is arbitrary or performed rondomly or in a naive way. Such surface is

carried out by taking the extreme values of the KM estimates of the complement

of the survival curve in four linkage scenarios, depicted in table A.1 in Appendix

A. The analysis of real data from Autonomous Provinces of Trento and Bolzano

leads to the KM estimate of the revision-free survivorship at nine years equal to

3%, when the operated side is known; however, while information about the side is

missing, the value can be overestimated up to over 4%, as well as underestimated to

a value down to 1% if the information about the operated side is unavailable. This

would mean an overestimate up to 33% and an underestimate down to 66% with

respect to the estimate obtained with complete information. As already stressed,

the KM estimate of the survivorship, often referred to only as "revision rate" in
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Figure 2.1. Bias observable in the KM estimated survivoship in case of random or naive
linkage between primary interventions and revisions. Black line: KM estimate while
side is known. Gray surface: region where KM estimates lie with random or naive link-
age between primary interventions and revisions while the operated side is unknown.

registries worldwide [15], is the most important and widely used quantity to assess

the performance of arthroplasty and such a huge error in the corresponding estimate

can be misleading for clinicians and stakeholders in general.

This example shows how producing reliable survival analysis in not straightfor-

ward when using HDD. The missing knowledge of the operated side is an issue of

crucial importance.

The focus of this work is then about finding a method to overcome this issue

and produce an accurate record linkage, so that primary arthroplasty interventions

performed on a patient can be matched with corresponding revisions, performed

on the same side, to make the estimation of relevant quantities of interest feasible.

2.1 The model

Record linkage has been widely explored in literature as it gives a useful tool to

perform population-based studies in epidemiolocical, demographic, clinical and

public health domains, among others.

Record linkage has two main applications [23]:

- merging different data about the same statistical unit (e.g. a patient) from
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different databases: for example, it can be used to link hospital discharge

records to laboratory data and other records from financial or demographic

databases;

- matching records in the same dataset that are related to a unique statistical

unit and may have been compiled in different places and at different time: e.g.

multiple records related to different hospital admissions for the same patient.

Record linkage is generally needed because of the absence of a unique identifier

for the same patient between or within databases [18]. It relies on the use of a

combined set of variables with a huge discriminating power to identify patients,

like first and last name, date of birth, postal code and others [80, 92]. These are

referred to as partially identifying variables.

Two approaches are typically used in Record Linkage: the Deterministic and the

Probabilistic one.

In Deterministic Record LinkageDeterministic Record LinkageDeterministic Record Linkage all of the chosen items in the set of partially

identifying variables have to agree, namely, they have to show the same value

in all of the records that are considered to match (belong to the same unit). If

there is disagreement in just one variable, then two records are not considered

to be linked [28].

In Probabilistic Record LinkageProbabilistic Record LinkageProbabilistic Record Linkage, weights for agreement or disagreement are

estimated for each item in the set of partially identifying variables. If the total

sum of these weights is above a pre-determined threshold, the records are

considered to belong to the same unit [46].

Both methods are commonly used to merge information from different datasets

or different records; the major drawback consists in the bias introduced by imperfect

linkage, corrupted or wrongly filled records, lack of discriminatory variables or

missing data. This bias and the subsequent effects in statistical analysis can be huge

and have been widely explored in literature [72, 57, 3, 50].

Starting from these two basic approaches, many extensions have been pro-

posed, suggesting the introduction of prior information exploited within a Bayesian

framework and the use of multiple imputation techniques to increase the matching

accuracy between records [66, 30]. In 2012, an improvement of classical Probabilistic

Record Linkage method, based on multiple imputation that exploits prior infor-

mation, has been proposed [26]. The model allows to deal with one-on-one and
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### DateDateDate Pseudo-codePseudo-codePseudo-code TypeTypeType SideSideSide
1 2005/01 AAA Primary L
2 2007/01 AAA Primary R
3 2007/09 AAA Revision R
4 2008/06 AAA Revision L

Table 2.1. Example of four simplified records observed for one patient

one-on-many matches in presence of missing data in the matching variables. More-

over, it takes into account information from possible matches with weights lower

than the fixed threshold, that are usually not considered in classical Probabilistic

Record Linkage.

The problem exposed in this work can be considered to belong to that same

setting, as all candidate matching can be easly found by considering the unique

identifier available in the HDRs, but the missing information about the operated

side makes the deterministic linkage between primary interventions and revisions

unfeasible. Unfortunately, up to our knowledge, the approaches proposed by the

cited authors do not fit in this case. Indeed, an actual imputation of the operated

side is impossible as it has no correlation to the outcome of the intervention or any

other variable.

Thus, the proposed model, described in this chapter, is not designed to impute

the missing information on the operated side. It is rather aimed to reconstruct, for

every patient, the corresponding hospitalization history. The proposed method can

be considered a Probabilistic Record Linkage method, used to match all the records

of a patient about interventions performed on the same side and subsequently, to

link primaries with corresponding revisions.

The model is based on the definition of the "most probable" clinical path for a

patient who underwent multiple hospitalizations due to arthroplasty interventions:

for every hospitalization where a revision intervention occurred, the goal is to

understand which is the corresponding previous interventions performed on the

same side.

An example can be useful to better understand the concept of clinical path. Let

consider a patient undergoing arthroplasty surgery four times, with two primary

interventions performed during the first two hospitalizations and two revisions

observed in the last two (Table 2.1). If the operated side is unknown, then revisions

can not be linked to the corresponding previous interventions, but four possible

scenarios (clinical paths) have to be considered:
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1. first revision (intervention #3) is linked to first primary (intervention #1) and

second revision (intervention #4) is linked to second primary (intervention

#2), so the sequence of operated sides is LRLR;

2. first revision (intervention #3) is linked to second primary (intervention #2)

and second revision (intervention #4) is linked to first primary (intervention

#1), so the sequence of operated sides is LRRL;

3. first revision (intervention #3) is linked to first primary (intervention #1) and

second revision (intervention #4) is a further revision of the first revision and

is then linked to it (intervention #3), so the sequence of operated sides is LRLL;

4. first revision (intervention #3) is linked to second primary (intervention #2)

and second revision (intervention #4) is a further revision of the first revision

and is then linked to it (intervention #3), so the sequence of operated sides is

LRRR.

Obviously, if the operated side sequence is the one depicted in Table 2.1, the

second scenario can be easily picked up as the true one, but when this information

in not available, as it happens in HDD, there is not way to know which clinical

path is the true one. Choosing a clinical path at random may lead to erroneous

assessment of the lifespan for those devices implanted in the first two interventions.

A formal definition of a clinical path follows:

Definition 2.1 (Clinical Path). Given the following notation:

n is number of revisions observed for the patient;

aaan denotes a vector with generic jth element (aaan)j, j = 1, . . . n;

| · | denotes the dimension of a set;

then, a clinical path is an element of the set

An =

{
aaan =

{
(aaan)j

}n

j=1

}
, (aaan)j ∈ {1, . . . , j + 1}

where the following properties are satisfied ∀j, j′ = 1, . . . n

i) |aaan| = n

ii) (aaan)j ≤ j + 1

iii) (aaan)j 6= (aaan)j′

The cardinality of An is |An| = 2n.
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From an operational point of view, a clinical path is a vector where the jth

position is associated to the jth observed revision and its value is the equal to the

position (ordered by time) of the intervention such revision refers to.

According to Definition 2.1, the set of possible clinical paths in the example

reported in Table 2.1 is A2 = {(1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 1), (2, 3)} and the actual clinical path

is (2, 1). The element in position one, referring to the first revision, has value equal

to 2, while the element in position two, referring to the second revision, has value

equal to 1; this means that the first revision is linked to the intervention #2, while

the second revision is linked to the intervention #1.

The aim is then to define the probability of each clinical path to occur and to

select the "best" one according to such probabilities. Linkage between revisions

and primaries will be automatically assigned by choosing the clinical path for the

patient.

2.1.1 The probability of a clinical path: the case with two observed
primaries

The case where two primary interventions are observed is the simplest to handle.

The first tool needed is a probability matrix with the number of columns being

equal to the number of observed interventions and the number of rows equal to

the total number of interventions minus one, as the last observed intervention is

corresponding to a device still in place and that has not been revised yet. Every

element of the matrix B = {b}i,j is the probability for the ith intervention (row index)

being revised in the jth occasion (column index). An intervention can not be revision

for a future intervention and primariy interventions can not be revisions for any

interventions. Definition 2.2 gives a formal description of such a probability matrix.

Definition 2.2 (Probability Matrix). Given the following notation:

n the number of observed revisions;

k the number of observed primaries;

i, j = 1, . . . (n + k) the ordered occasions at which interventions are performed;

ti the time at which the ith intervention is performed;

Ii the ith observed intervention;

f (·; ·) the generic probability measure;
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then, the Probability Matrix is a matrix B ∈ M(n+k−1)×(n+k) with the following structure:

B = {b}i,j s.t. bi,j = P(Ij is revision f or Ii) =


0 i f i ≥ j

0 i f Ij is primary

f (ti; tj) otherwise

Examples of the possible structure of the probability matrix are given in Table

2.2.

The Probability Matrix described in Definition 2.2 is easy to interpret and helps

visualize the sequence of interventions for a patient; on the other hand, it leads

to some issues when it comes to operationality. In order to ease notation and

computation, an auxiliary tool is derived from the Probability Matrix.

Definition 2.3 (Operational Probability Matrix). Given the following notation:

n the number of observed revisions;

k the number of observed primaries;

i, j = 1, . . . (n + k) the ordered occasions at which interventions are performed;

k(j) the number of primaries performed until the jth occasion

j′ = j− k(j); j′ = 1, . . . , n;

ti the time at which the ith intervention is performed;

Ii the ith observed intervention;

then, the Operational Probability Matrix C ∈ M(n+k−1)×(n) is derived from Probability

Matrix B by dropping all the columns of primaries, that is, all the columns with all elements

equal to 0 and standardizing to unit sum.

C = {c}i,j s.t. c·,j′ = b·,j /
n

∑
i=1

bi,j 6= 0 ∀j

n+k−1

∑
i=1

ci,j = 1 ∀j = 1, . . . , n

As every revision intervention must be revision for one and only one of the previous

interventions, the Operational Probability Matrix is a left stochastic matrix, namely column

sum is 1 for each column.
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Table 2.2. Structure of the Probability Matrix with second primary moving in time. (a)
Primaries are performed in a row, all revisions come later. (b);(c);(d) Second primary is
performed after one or more revisions linked to the first primary
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Table 2.3. Structure of the Operational Probability Matrix with second primary moving in
time. (a) Primaries are performed in a row, all revisions come later. (b);(c);(d) Second
primary is performed after one or more revisions linked to the first primary
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Table 2.3 shows the Operational Probability Matrices corresponding to the

Probability Matrices in Table 2.2.

Given Pn, the set of all possible tuples of n elements of size n, let define sssn ∈ Pn

as a generic vector of length n denoting one of the tuples and (sssn)j ∈ {1, . . . , n} the

jth element of sssn.

Given the Operational Probability Matrix C, then
{

c(sssn)j,j

}n

j=1
defines a generic

possible set available when picking one element from each column of C, namely a

path from occasion 1 (column 1) to occasion n (column n) within the Operational

Probability Matrix.

The probability for a specific path sssn to occur is given by the following:

P(sssn) =
n

∏
j=1

c(sssn)j,j (2.1)

Theorem B.1 in Appendix B guarantees that the sum of the probabilities carried out

by (2.1) is equal to 1, namely that:

∑
sssn∈Pn

P(sssn) = P

( ⋃
sssn∈Pn

sssn

)
= 1.

Clinical paths described in Definition 2.1 define a subset of the tuples in Pn, namely

An ⊂ Pn. Indeed, clinical paths aaan are particular sets that ensure that the object{
c(aaan)j,j

}n

j=1
is built by picking up one element from each column of C, where every

element belongs to a different row of the matrix and with row index always smaller

than column index plus one. This is guaranteed by properties i), ii) and iii) in

Definition 2.1. An induces a partition of the set Pn, separating paths fulfilling

Definition 2.1 and paths which do not.

Then, given a path sssn, the following holds:

P(sssn ∈ Pn) = P(sssn ∈ An ∪ sssn ∈ Ac
n) =

= P(sssn ∈ An) + P(sssn ∈ Ac
n) =

= ∑
sssn∈An

P(sssn) + ∑
sssn∈Ac

n

P(sssn) =

= ∑
sssn∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(sssn)j,j + ∑
sssn∈Ac

n

n

∏
j=1

c(sssn)j,j =

= ∑
sssn∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(sssn)j,j +

(
1− ∑

sssn∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(sssn)j,j

)
= 1.

(2.2)
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According to (2.2), the following is straightforward to be proven:

1 (sssn ∈ An) ∼ Ber

(
∑

sssn∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(sssn)j,j

)
. (2.3)

From a clinical point of view, the set
{

c(aaan)j,j

}n

j=1
is composed by the probabilities

for the jth revision to be corresponding to the (aaan)j
th intervention and the Definition

2.1 of aaan ensures that jth revision was performed after (aaan)j
th intervention and that

no revision can be considered as corresponding to multiple previous interventions.

The objects in (2.1) and (2.3) are needed to find out the probability of a specific

clinical path to occur.

Given the following notation:

aaan = sssn s.t. sssn ∈ An;

(aaan)j jth element of aaan;

An ⊂ Pn the set defined in 2.1;

then, the probability of a clinical path aaan to occur can be written as follows:

P(aaan) = P(sssn|sssn ∈ An, sssn = aaan) =
P(sssn ∩ sssn ∈ An)

P(sssn ∈ An)
=

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

. (2.4)

The denominator in (2.4) is the probability of selecting a succession of elements

sssn that fulfills i), ii), iii) from Definition 2.1, according to probabilities in matrix C.

This quantity plays the role of normalizing constant, as the possible realizations of

a clinical path are by definition incompatible events. Then it ensures that:

∑
aaan∈An

P(aaan) = ∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

= 1.

2.1.2 The probability of a clinical path: the case with only one observed
primary

When only one primary intervention is observed, the derivation of the actual clinical

path for a generic patient seems to be straightforward. In that case, by using the
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Operational Probability Matrix in Definition 2.3, the only clinical path aaan ∈ An for

which P(aaan) 6= 0 is aaan = (1, . . . , n) and it is such that

P(aaan = (1, . . . , n)) =
n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j =
n

∏
j=1
i=j

ci,j = 1

In fact, every patient can undergo at most two primaries for the same kind of

joint. While this is an advantage when dealing with cases where two primaries

are actually observed, as the actual number of primaries is known, it can be a

drawback when there is only one. In such a case, the existence of another primary,

not observed because performed before the beginninig of the data collection time

window, must be taken into account.

To handle this, the following object has to be introduced:

Definition 2.4 (Augmented Operational Probability Matrix). Given the following

notation:

n the number of observed revisions;

k the number of observed primaries;

i, j = 1, . . . (n + k) the ordered occasions at which interventions are performed;

ti the time at which the ith intervention is performed;

t0 the time of the first data observation

Ii the ith observed intervention;

f (ti|t0) a generic probability measure that returns the probability that the time elapsed

between the ith revision and the corresponding (not observed) primary is bigger than

ti − t0;

The Augmented Operational Probability Matrix C∗ ∈ M(n+k)×(n) is derived from

the Operational Probability Matrix by adding a row c0,· where the jth term is equal to

the probability of the jth revision to be revision of a primary occurred before the first time

of observation, that is c0,j = f (tj|t0). Normalizing the columns, the propriety of left

stochasticity holds.

Table 2.4 shows the generic structure of an Augmented Operational Probability

Matrix when compared to the corresponding Operational Probability Matrix.
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Prim 0 0 c∗3,3 · · ·

...
...

...
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Table 2.4. Deriving the generic structure of an Augmented Operational Probability Matrix
(C∗) starting from the Operational Probability Matrix (C) in cases where only one
primary has been observed.

Taking into account the existence of an unobserved primary intervention is cru-

cial to provide a proper estimate for the implant survivorship; further investigation

about those cases when the Augmented Operational Probability Matrix would be

suitable follows.

Bilateral arthroplasty often occurs because of degenerative diseases hitting

multiple joints. Usually, the spreading of the symptoms requires few years or even

months [37, 21, 69], depending on the kind of disease and when it affects the same

joint on both sides, this can lead to bilateral arthroplasty.

Since the time necessary for the disease to hit multiple joints may be quite

short, an interval of few years can be expected between two primary interventions

in case of bilateral arthroplasty. Figure 2.2 shows the distribution of the time

elapsed between two primary interventions for patients with bilateral hip prostheses

according to registry data from Autonomous Provinces of Trento and Bolzano; data

refers to the period 2010 to 2018 (108 months). The median value is equal to 19

months, while the 75% and 95% percentiles are 40 and 72 months respectively.

According to these results, the possibility that a primary intervention could have

occurred before the starting time of the data collection should be considered. In this

scenario, it is assumed that the probability of such an event depends on the time

elapsed between the only observed primary and the study start. When, for instance,

dealing with data observed over twenty years, if a patient undergoes a first and

unique observed primary at the 10th year, observing an arthroplasty intervention

for the same kind of joint, but on the other side, performed more than ten years

earlier, would be infrequent. To consider this feature in the model, an auxiliary

variable has to be introduced.

Given the following notation:

K the number of primaries to take into account;
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Figure 2.2. Distribution of the time elapsed between two primary interventions for patients
with bilateral hip prostheses according to registry data from Autonomous Provinces
of Trento and Bolzano from 2010 to 2018, considering only the records of patients for
which two primaries were observed in the time window.

koss is the number of observed primaries;

t the time at which the only primary is observed

t0 the starting observation time;

Xt,t0 ∼ Bin(1, qt,t0);

f (·) the probability density describing the time elapsing between two pri-

maries;

then:

K = 2× 1(koss = 2) + (1 + Xt,t0)× 1(koss = 1), (2.5)

where

qt,t0 =
∫ ∞

t−t0

f (dx). (2.6)

The variable in (2.5) takes into account the distance between the time at which

the primary is observed and the starting time of the data observation window. It
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allows to consider either only the observed primary intervention, or the existence

of an unobserved primary performed on the other side before the study started,

depending on the time elapsing between the two interventions. The probability of

considering an unobserved primary decreases as the distance between the obser-

vation time t of the actual intervention and the starting time of data collection t0

increases and this is consistent with the knowledge obtained from literature and

data exploration.

While the number of observed primaries is koss = 1, exploiting the Definitions

2.3, 2.4 and the random variable in (2.5), the probability for a clinical path aaan ∈ An

to occur is given by the following:

P(aaan|koss = 1) =
2

∑
k=1

P(aaan ∩ K = k|koss = 1) =

=
2

∑
k=1

P(aaan|K = k, koss = 1)P(K = k) =

= P(aaan|K = 1, koss = 1)P(K = 1)+

+ P(aaan|K = 2, koss = 1)P(K = 2) =

= (1− qt,t0)

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

+ qt,t0

n

∏
j=1

c∗(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c∗(aaan)j,j

.

(2.7)

2.1.3 Deriving the complete Model

The tools introduced so far are the basic ingredients that are necessary to formalize

a comprehensive model to link any primary with its most likely corresponding

revision, in order to estimate the survival of the implanted device for each observed

primary intervention in the observed data.

Considering the objects introduced in (2.4) and (2.7), the generic probability

of a clinical path to occur for a patient may be provided, whatever the number of
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observed primaries:

P(aaan) = P(aaan|koss = 2)1koss=2 + P(aaan|koss = 1)1koss=1 =

=(koss − 1)

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

+

+ (1− (koss − 1))

(1− qt,t0)

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

+ qt,t0

n

∏
j=1

c∗(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c∗(aaan)j,j

 .

(2.8)

By exploiting (2.8), deriving the probability of the jth revision to represent the failure

of a given primary is possible.

Denoting by An

(
(aaan)j = i

)
as the set of clinical paths aaan such that the jth ob-

served revision for the patient is revision for the ith primary intervention, even

though it is unobserved as it has been performed before the first data observation

time; and by Yi,j =
(

jth revision is the failure of ith primary
)

as the corresponding

event, then

Yi,j ∼ Ber(pi,j) (2.9)

where , by using the probability P(aaan) in (2.8)

pi,j = ∑
aaan∈An((aaan)j=i)

P(aaan) (2.10)

The probability in (2.8) has a useful property of convergence. Theorem B.2 in

Appendix B shows that

lim
t0→−∞

P(aaan) =

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

. (2.11)

This convergence propriety has a very clear and useful clinical meaning. If data

could be observed backward to an infinite time, that is, if data could be collected

back in time up to the very first intervention performed, the information about the

number of primaries actually performed for a certain patient would be ensured and

the possibility to have a previous unobserved primary should not be considered, as
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data would be collected from the very first intervention.

2.2 The use of prior information in the Probability Matrix

So far, the elements in the Probability Matrix and, consequently, the ones in the

Operational Probability Matrix were assumed to be known. In fact, the quantity

f (ti; tj) in Definition 2.2 is not given and has to be carried out. The proposed

approach takes into account the prior information coming from literature, mainly

foreign registries, about failure time associated to causes of revision.

2.2.1 Causes of revision and failure times

The relation between causes of revision of joint prostheses and associated failure

times has been widely explored in literature. The most common causes of failure

are aseptic loosening, infection, dislocation or instability, implant or bone wear

and prosthetic or peri-prosthetic fracture [49, 45]. Usually, all of them have a well

known pattern with respect to failure times. For instance, infection and dislocation

are often causes of early revision, that is, they usually occur within two years from

the corresponding primary; on the other hand, implant wear, as one could expect,

generally occurs after several years, as a device, mostly made on metal, ceramic or

polyethilene, needs a lot of time to wear out [45, 79, 25].

This kind of information can be used to provide linkage between primaries and

revisions. If, for example, two primaries and a subsequent revision due to infection

are observed, it would be more probable that the failure is related to the device

implanted during the primary closer in time to the revision intervention. On the

other hand, if a failure due to implant wear is observed, the related primary is likely

to be found the farthest in time from the revision intervention.

The goal is then to formalize this knowledge into a probabilistic approach to

elicit the density f (ti; tj) in Definition 2.2. Since causes of revision are known in

HDRs and coded according to ICD9-CM, an estimate of f (ti; tj) based on causes

of revision is feasible and it could be used to provide the main ingredients for the

model exposed in this chapter to work properly.

When a subset of national data provides the side variable (for instance, some

regional registries may properly collect data), this information can be used to

estimate failure times by cause of revision for the whole country and obtain an

estimate for f (ti; tj) to fill in matrix B.
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However, the subset on which failure times by cause of revision are known may

be poorly informative. Information provided may be misleading or not coherent

with the knowledge coming from the literature. In such cases, prior information

about failure times by causes of revision, elicited from foreign registries, can be

used to update the estimates coming from subsets of national data in the spirit of

the Bayesian approach.

Indeed, every year, several registries publish data about the revision rate, ex-

pressed via KM estimates, by cause of revision. Recovering raw data from these

curves allows to estimate the failure time probability of a device by cause of revision.

2.2.2 Elicitation of the prior information

When the survival function estimates are available at a grid of event times, solving

the following system is necessary to recover raw data:

S1 =
l1 − c1 − d1

l1 − c1

S2 =S1
l2 − c2 − d2

l2 − c2
...

Si =Si−1
li − ci − di

li − ci
...

(2.12)

where Si is the survival function estimate at time ti, li is the number of surviving

devices, ci is the number of censored items at the begin of each interval and di

is the number of failures. System (2.12) has the same structure of the system

leading to the KM estimate of the survival curve [48]; the crucial difference in

this case is that Si’s are known and di’s have to be estimated. The solution is not

unique without constraints. Imposing constraints based on the maximum number

of devices implanted at every time t, leads to fixing ci’s and li’s; in this case, the

solution is unique and raw data can be recovered.

Figure 2.3 shows the recovering of raw data for failure time T from the KM

estimate of survival curves carried out from three different simulated scenarios:

• T ∼ Exp(200);

• T = wX1 + (1− w)X2 where X1 ∼ Exp(10), X2 ∼ Weib(20, 100) and w ∼
Ber(0.3);
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Figure 2.3. Simulation of recovering raw data from KM survival curves. (a):Theoretical
density for failure time; (b): Observed relative frequencies given censored data; (c):
Observed KM curve and relative ecdf of recovered raw data. i) T ∼ Exp(200) (Ex-
ponential); ii) T = wX1 + (1− w)X2 where X1 ∼ Exp(10), X2 ∼ Weib(20, 100) and
w ∼ Ber(0.3) (Mixture); iii) T ∼ F with F non parametric and mass point randomly
generated for each ti, i = 1, . . . 150 and normalized (Non parametric).

• T ∼ F with F non parametric and mass point randomly generated for each

ti, i = 1, . . . 150 and normalized.

Such scenarios were chosen to test the recovering method in different contexts, that

is for data generated from parametric, mixture and non parametric models and in

all of the cases, raw data about the number of failures for each time was recovered.

Unfortunately, the estimate of the survival curve at each time is not always

available and all the information comes from the figures published in reports or

articles. In such a case, several approaches can be used, based on reading in

the coordinates from a raster image, or recovering information from the various

electronic formats in which such curves are published (.jpg, .png, .pdf etc.) [31, 61].

Codes in different programming languages can be found in literature and a specific

software named DigitizeIt has been implemented for this purpose [10].

Once raw data is recovered, the failure time density can be estimated. Either

parametric or non parametric approaches can be used; indeed the goal is to provide
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an accurate and suitable density estimation for the failure times, conditional on the

specific cause of revision, for all causes of revision.

The estimated conditional failure time density by cause of revision can be used

as prior information to derive estimates for f (ti, tj) in Definition 2.2, given the

recorded cause of revision for the jth revision intervention.

So, the estimated densities are necessary to properly fill the Probability Matrix

B and make the proposed model work. Eliciting this prior information from foreign

registries is necessary when estimates of failure time by cause of revision are totally

or partially unavailable for data under analysis because of missing knowledge on

the operated side.

2.3 Formalizing the model

By exploiting (2.5), (2.6), (2.8) and (2.9), the model can be formalized as a Bayesian

hierarchical model with the following structure:

Yi,j ∼ Ber(pi,j)

pi,j = ∑
an∈An((aaan)j=i)

P(aaan)

P(aaan) = (koss − 1)

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

+

+ (1− (koss − 1))

(K− 1)

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

+ (1− (K− 1))

n

∏
j=1

c∗(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c∗(aaan)j,j

 .

c.,j ∼ F(·| cause of revision for the jth revision intervention)

K = 2× 1(koss = 2) + (1 + Xt,t0)× 1(koss = 1)

Xt,t0 ∼ Bin(1, qt,t0)

qt,t0 =
∫ ∞

t−t0

f (dx)

(2.13)

where F(·| cause of revision for the jth revision intervention) is derived from the

estimates of the density for failure times conditional on cause of revision and f (·) is

the estimate of the probability density for the time elapsing between two primaries.
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Distribution F(·| cause of revision for the jth revision intervention) and f (·) are

estimated externally and plugged into the model since, in the context under analysis,

there is not a way to estimate them on the available data, as the operated side is

missing. Such distributions play the role of power priors used to introduce historical

(otherwise not available) information, in the spirit of the proposal of incorporating

historical information in parameter estimate [39, 73, 38].

The main difference with the literature standard relies in the absence of a dis-

count parameter, generally used to give a weight to the prior information to in-

corporate in the model, with respect to the information available via likelihood

in classical frameworks. Indeed, in the currently proposed method, information

on failure time conditional on causes of revision and interoperative elapsing time

is unavailable and the related likelihood is impossible to estimate because of the

missing information about the operated side. Then, the posterior distributions are

proportional to the corresponding prior distributions, as the likelihood does not

exist and the historical information is the only available one.

However, the efficacy of the proposed method should not be affected by the

choice of a particular set of historical priors, as failure times by cause of revision

are assumed to be consistent in literature among all registries worldwide. This

is because of the clinical reasons behind the observed pattern of failure times by

cause of revision and since results come from population studies, that are not likely

affected by issues due to sample size determination or sampling strategies.

Explicit expressions of F(·| cause of revision for the jth revision intervention) and

f (·) are not provided in this framework, as they depend on the chosen estimation

mechanism. That is, they can be estimated in several ways, like in a fully non

parametric way, as point mass for each considered time on a grid or by a parametric

approach or any suitable distribution and a more generalized form may be more

suitable in this formalization of the model.
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Chapter 3

An application to simulated data

In this chapter, the performance of the proposed model will be assessed in different

scenarios in a controlled simulation study. The principal measures to evaluate

the model performance are the accuracy in the linkage between primary and revi-

sion interventions and accuracy in approximating the KM estimate of the lifetime

distribution function derived by the adopted linkage.

For sake of simplicity, from now on, the expressions "survival curve" and "revi-

sion rate" will be used referring to the complement to one of the survival function,

1− S(t).

The final aim is to evaluate whether the use of the proposed approach to link

primaries and revisions allows for an accurate recovery of the revision rate estimated

via the KM estimator when the operated side is available.

Labek et al. [54], in their systematic review, highlight how revision rate is one of

the most important outcome measures of joint replacement surgery and suggest to

evaluate it on a yearly basis to compare results from registries and clinical studies

worldwide. According to this, the average distance between the KM estimate of

the revision rate carried out after using the proposed record linkage method and

the KM estimate of the revision rate obtained when the operated side is known is

used to asses the performance of the proposed record linkage method. This allows

to understand how effective the approach is and how much the results obtained

after the record linkage are reliable.

The model performance was tested in four different simulated scenarios. Start-

ing from a single dataset, generated according to predetermined rules, over a time

window of twenty years, the model was tested on data from the last five years, the

last ten years, the last fifteen years and the whole dataset. This approach allows

to check whether the performance in correctly linking primaries and revision and
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in producing KM estimates of the survival curve depends on the length of the

observation window.

3.1 Data generation process

Data was generated over 240 observation times t, that is, simulating an observation

of twenty years on a monthly basis, according to the following steps, after fixing

the generation seed.

1. For all times t, 100 primary interventions were generated. 24000 records were

generated. n= 24000.

2. A unique pseudo-code was associated to each of these primaries, resulting in

24000 different "patients".

3. For 1 out of 4 of the patients, at each time t, a second primary intervention for

the same patient was generated, with time elapsing between the two primaries

following the distribution Exp(1/20). The choice of this distribution is due to

its shape, that can fit with the observed relative frequencies for time elapsing

between two primaries in real data (Figure 2.2). 6000 records were generated.

n=30000.

4. A first revision for a primary is generated with probability 0.15 with cause of

revision A, B, C, each with probability equal to 1
3 . The revision intervention

is generated at T times from the corresponding primary. The conditional

distribution is assumed to be one of the following (Figure 3.1):

• T|A ∼ Weib(2, 15);

• T|B ∼ Weib(10, 120);

• T|C ∼ Weib(20, 210).

Those conditional distributions were chosen to simulate a dataset similar to

a real one: A plays the role of a cause of early revision; B plays the role of a

cause of mid-term revision; C plays the role of a cause of long-term revision.

4402 records were generated. n=34402.

5. Out of those generated revisions, 15% leads to re-revision with causes of

revision A, B, C, each with probability equal to 1
3 , according to distributions

in point 4. 682 records were generated. n=35084.
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Figure 3.1. Conditional densities of time to revision by cause of revision. A:Weib(2, 15); B:
Weib(10, 120); C:Weib(20, 210).

6. Step 5 is repeated for re-revisions in order to have up to 2 levels of re-revisions.

87 records were generated. n=35171.

7. Step 6 is repeated for re-revisions of second level in order to have up to 3

levels of re-revisions. 14 records were generated. n=35185

8. interventions generated with occurring time after t = 240 are dropped. 3216

records were dropped. n=31969

Simulated data are composed by 29490 primary interventions and 2479 revisions

performed on 24000 fake "patients". At most five interventions were associated to

the same pseudo-code, with at most two primaries and three revisions.

In this simulation study, the prior distributions for failure time conditional on

causes of revision A, B and C are not elicited according to the technique described

in section 2.2.2, but are assumed to be known according to step 4 in data generation

process.

3.2 Model performance assessment on simulated data

The performance of the proposed linkage method was evaluated by checking the

accuracy in correctly matching primary interventions and revisions and by assessing
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the ability of the model to lead to an estimated survival curve as close as possible to

the one estimated when the operated side is known.

The following approaches were used to carry out the final estimate.

Median approachMedian approachMedian approach: the model was run 100 times over the generated dataset.

Every possible clinical path was taken into account for each patient. The probability

of every possible clinical path for the patient was computed according to (2.8) and

exploiting distributions for failure times conditional on causes of revision A, B

and C described at the step 4 of the data generation process (Figure 3.1) within

the Operational Probability Matrix. A clinical path was picked according to these

probabilities. A different KM survival curve estimate was carried out in each run

of the model, depending on the imputed linkage between primary and revision

interventions, resulting in 100 different KM estimated curves. The median value of

the survival curve estimate at each time t = 1, . . . , 240 over 100 runs was used as

final estimate for the survival curve.

Mode approachMode approachMode approach: the most probable clinical path was selected for each patient

according to (2.8) and exploiting distributions for failure times conditional on causes

of revision A, B and C described at the step 4 of the data generation process (Figure

3.1) within the Operational Probability Matrix. Once linkage between primaries and

revision was given, the corresponding KM survival curve estimate was straightfor-

ward to carry out.

Accuracy in the median approach was computed as the average accuracy in

linking primary and revision interventions over the 100 runs on the sample gener-

ated according to the procedure exposed in Subsection 3.1. Accuracy in the mode

approach is computed as the percentage of primary and revision interventions

correctly linked. Figure 3.2 shows the accuracy of the model in linking primary

interventions to the corresponding revisions in 100 different runs. In all of the con-

sidered scenarios, the model seems to perform almost at the same level, producing

a small range for accuracy values, never under 86.5% and with average accuracy

equal to 91.5%, 91.5%, 89.8% and 88.1% in scenarios considering five, ten, fifteen

and twenty years respectively. Accuracy resulting when using the mode approach

is higher in all scenarios, equal to 92%, 92.7%, 91.7% and 90%, respectively. The

slightly decreasing accuracy as the time window increases is due to the higher

number of patients with two observed primary in a longer observation period.
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Figure 3.2. Simulated data: accuracy in linking primaries and revisions. Median approach
over 100 runs. Black solid line: average accuracy via median approach. Black dashed
line: accuracy via mode approach. (a): 5 years; (b): 10 years; (c): 15 years; (d): 20 years

The other considered measure is the ability of the model to recover the KM

estimate of the revision rate when compared to the one estimated with known

operated side. This assessment is performed both by comparing the survival curves,

and checking the difference in revision rate on 5-years basis.

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the KM estimate of the of the revision rate obtained

after linking primaries and revisions via median approach and mode approach,

respectively. The curves are close to the ones estimated while the information on

the operated side is available for both the proposed approach. In all the simulated

scenarios, the proposed methods produce a slight over-approximation, even though

the error is smaller as the number of years of observation increases. Tables 3.1 and

3.2 show the difference between the estimate carried out when the information

about the operated side is available and the estimated revision rate obtained after

using median and mode approaches, respectively, to link primaries and revision

rate at five, ten, fifteen and twenty years in the four considered scenarios. By using

both the proposed approaches, the estimates of the survival curve get closer to
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Figure 3.3. Simulated data: performance in the revision rate recovering Median approach.
100 runs of the model. Black solid line: KM estimate of the revision rate under known
linkage between primaries and revisions. Grey dotted line: KM estimate of the revision
rate when linkage between primaries and revisions is imputed by the proposed median
approach. Grey surface: range of the KM estimates obtained in 100 runs. (a): 5 years
scenario; (b): 10 years scenario; (c): 15 years scenario; (d): 20 years scenario

5-years ∆RR 10-years ∆RR 15-years ∆RR 20-years ∆RR
(a) 0.003145 - - -
(b) 0.002483 0.006869 - -
(c) 0.001589 0.003091 0.003248 -
(d) 0.001263 0.001249 0.001095 0.001044

Table 3.1. Difference (∆) of the estimated Revision Rate (RR) between the case when linkage
between primaries and revisions is imputed by the model and the case when it is known.
Median estimate over 100 runs. (a): 5 years scenario; (b): 10 years scenario; (c): 15 years
scenario; (d): 20 years scenario.
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Figure 3.4. Simulated data: performance in the revision rate recovering. Mode approach.
Black solid line: KM estimate of the revision rate under known linkage between pri-
maries and revisions. Grey dotted line: KM estimate of the revision rate when linkage
between primaries and revisions is imputed by the proposed mode approach. (a): 5
years scenario; (b): 10 years scenario; (c): 15 years scenario; (d): 20 years scenario

5-years ∆RR 10-years ∆RR 15-years ∆RR 20-years ∆RR
(a) 0.003053 - - -
(b) 0.002474 0.007657 - -
(c) 0.001612 0.003865 0.003283 -
(d) 0.001279 0.001145 0.001034 0.001761

Table 3.2. Difference (∆) of the estimated Revision Rate (RR) between the case when linkage
between primaries and revisions is imputed by the model and the case when it is known.
Median estimate over 100 runs. (a): 5 years scenario; (b): 10 years scenario; (c): 15 years
scenario; (d): 20 years scenario.
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Figure 3.5. Simulated data: accuracy in linking primaries and revisions. Application of the
proposed linkage method to 100 different simulated dataset. (a): 5 years scenario; (b):
10 years scenario; (c): 15 years scenario; (d): 20 years scenario.

the one available when the linkage between primaries and revisions is known as

the years of observation increase. This can be considered as a consequence of the

property exposed in (2.11), since the choice of the clinical path for patients with only

one observed primary becomes more clear and leads to a smaller error when the

observed time period increases. The tight boundaries of the surface shown in Figure

3.3 and the small range of variation for the accuracy estimates reported in Figure

3.2 suggest that the proposed linkage approach works well in general empirical

situations. Indeed, all the KM estimates of the revision rate lie in a narrow area.

The estimated curves in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 and the values in Tables 3.1 and

3.2 show that there is not a method that performs systematically better than the

other between mode approach and median approach. For this reason, both methods

should be taken into account when dealing with real data.

To assess the performance of the proposed linkage method against different

data, the mode approach was ran to produce the linkage in 100 simulated datasets,

generated according to the steps described in section 3.1, switching the generation

seed. The same observation time scenarios were used.
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Figure 3.6. Simulated data: bias observed in the KM estimate of the revision rate in case
of random linkage between primary interventions and revisions. Black solid line:
KM estimate while side is known. Red dashed line: KM estimate performed after
linking primaries and revision with the mode approach. Gray surface: region where
KM estimates lie while naive or random linkage between primary interventions and
revisions is performed. (a): 5 years scenario; (b): 10 years scenario; (c): 15 years scenario;
(d): 20 years scenario.

The accuracy of the linkage is reported in Figure 3.5. The average accuracy is

higher than 89% against all the generated datasets. The KM estimate of the revision

rate obtained after linking primaries and revisions with the mode approach is

compared to the surface built up by considering all KM estimates obtained by naive

linkage, carried out by the method exposed in Appendix A (Figure 3.6). This allows

to better understand the improvement gained by using the proposed approach with

respect to the use of a naive linkage. The resulting KM estimate of the survival

curve is close to the one obtained when the operation side is known, even though it

results in a slight over-estimate. Figure 3.7 shows the range of the absolute error in

the KM estimate of the revision rate at each time t, when the linkage is performed

via mode approach with respect to the KM estimate obtained with known operated

side. The range is given by the maximum and the minim error observed in the
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Figure 3.7. Simulated data: absolute error in the KM estimate of the revision rate at each
observation time. Record linkage by proposed approach vs known linkage. Black dot:
average error. Gray line: minimum-maximum error range (a): 5 years scenario; (b): 10
years scenario; (c): 15 years scenario; (d): 20 years scenario.

estimates against the 100 generated dataset. Such error is always smaller than 0.015

and the worst performance is obtained in the 10-years scenario. Also this metric

shows that a wider observation time window allows for better performance in the

KM estimate of the revision rate. Indeed, in the 20-years scenario, the absolute error

is under 0.005 at each time t.

3.2.1 Methodological differences between Mode and Median approaches

The proposed linkage mechanism assigns probabilities to all the possible linkage

scenarios for the records on a patient, finding which records are more probable

to be about interventions performed on the same side and which ones are more

probable to be about interventions performed on the other side. This is repeated for

all patients.

In the Mode approach, only the most probable linkage scenario is considered for

all patients (as it is usual in probabilistic record linkage methods); after the linkage

between interventions is produced, only one survival curve is estimated, according
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to the time-to-event values derived from those linkages.

In the Median approach, a linkage scenario is drawn for each patient according to

the probabilities assigned by the model; all linkage scenarios are taken into account

and can be drawn with different probabilities; after the linkage is produced for each

patient according to this rule, one survival curve is estimated, according to the time-

to-event values derived from those linkages. This procedure is repeated many times

(100 times in the current applications), and at every repetition, different linkage

scenarios can be drawn for each patient according to the probabilities defined by the

model. Once 100 different estimates of the survival curve are available, the median

value of those curves at each observed time (depending on the chosen time grid:

days, months, years etc.) is picked as estimate for the survival curve at that time.

By this method, accuracy can range by definition between 0 (in case all drawn

linkages are erroneous for all patients) and 100% (in case all drawn linkages are

correct for all patients). The aim of the Median approach is to check the behaviour of

the model in case some actual realizations of linkages would go against theoretical

probabilities. By this approach, it is possible to take into account such cases in

survival analysis, with the drawback of a lower accuracy (on average) and a slightly

larger (on average) distance from the survival curve estimate available when the

linkage between interventions is known.

3.2.2 Comparison with standard probabilistic record linkage methods

As already exposed in section 2.1, probabilistic record linkage methods explored

in literature [23, 18, 80, 92, 26, 66, 57, 35] are not suitable in this context. In fact, the

proposed linkage methods are based on partially identifying variables or clinical

features that allow to estimate the probability of a given set of observetions to be

successfully linked.

In the problem under analysis, all candidate records for the linkage belong to

the same patient; however, reported interventions can be performed on the two

different sides, left and right. This implies that partially identifying variables and

clinical features, on which those methods rely, can not be used, as they are identical

in all candidate records. For this reason, such methods, when used in this context,

produce a totally random linkage between records.

However, to provide a complete report of the performance of the proposed

method, it is compared with the probabilistic record linkage based on partially

identifying variables, in terms of accuracy (i.e. correctly matching primary interven-

tions and revisions) and by assessing the differences between the resulting survival
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curves.

Figure 3.8 shows the improvement gained in terms of KM estimate when linking

data by the proposed model with mode approach with respect to the performance of

the probabilistic record linkage methods that rely on partially identifying variables.

Table 3.3 shows the median absolute distance over the years in the four simulated

scenarios and, with Table 3.2, this confirms a higher performance of the proposed

linkage method. Moreover, the linkage accuracy scores in the four scenarios are

0.6827, 0.6653, 0.6627 and 0.6538 in the 5-years, 10-years, 15-years and 20-years

scenarios, respectively, with a worse performance equal to 0.2 at least with respect

to the case when linkage is performed by the proposed approach.

These results confirm that classical probabilistic record linkage approach is not

suitable in the context of arthroplasty data coming from HDD. Those methods,

relying only on partially identifying variables that are identical in all candidate

records at each linkage step, result in a random linkage mechanism and need

modifications to take into account the possible existence of unobserved records

related to primary interventions, that have been performed before the beginning

time of data collaction, that may be linked to the observed revisions. Therefore, the

subsequent statistical analyses may be misleading and survival estimates unreliable,

producing an increased risk for the safety of patients and to incorrect information

on the efficacy of implantable devices.
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Figure 3.8. Simulated data: bias observed in the KM estimate of the revision rate obtained
after 50 different realizations of random linkage between primaries and revisions
obtained via probabilistic record linkage method based on partially identifying variables.
Black solid line: KM estimate while side is known. Red dashed line: KM estimate
performed after linking primaries and revisions with the mode approach. Gray solid
lines: KM estimates performed after linking primaries and revisions with probabilistic
record linkage based on partially identifying variables over 50 runs (a): 5 years scenario;
(b): 10 years scenario; (c): 15 years scenario; (d): 20 years scenario.

5-years ∆RR 10-years ∆RR 15-years ∆RR 20-years ∆RR
(a) 0.006833 - - -
(b) 0.007156 0.011925 - -
(c) 0.008023 0.013805 0.015165 -
(d) 0.008304 0.015761 0.015954 0.024397

Table 3.3. Difference (∆) of the estimated Revision Rate (RR) between the case when linkage
between primaries and revisions is imputed by probabilistic record linkage model based
on partially identifying variables and the case when it is known. Median estimate over
50 runs. (a): 5 years scenario; (b): 10 years scenario; (c): 15 years scenario; (d): 20 years
scenario.
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Chapter 4

Application to real registry data

from the Autonomous Provinces of

Trento and Bolzano

The registry data from the Autonomous Provinces of Trento and Bolzano, already

introduced in Chapter 2 to build Figures 2.1 and 2.2, was used to assess the proposed

linkage method performance in a real world context. Every record is composed by

two parts: a set of variables coming from the HDRs; and a set of variables belonging

to the Minimum Data Set. In this application only the variables from HDRs were

considered, while all the others were dropped.

Type of intervention and causes of revision were assigned to each record accord-

ing to the mapping from ICD9-CM codes to registry meaningful modalities. These

are reported in Tables C.1 and C.2 (Appendix C).

In the simulation study, probability distributions for failure times by cause of

revision were assumed to be known, while, in this real world application, densities

were estimated by using prior information coming from the 2019 report of the

Australian Orthopaedics Association [2].

4.1 Deriving probability densities for failure time by cause

of revision

The probability densities for failure time by cause of revision were estimated by

using raw data recovered from survival curves in the 2019 report of the Australian

Orthopaedic Association National Joint Replacement Registry [2]. The Australian
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Figure 4.1. (a): KM revision rate by cause of revision for hip prostheses after first implant.
Australian Orthopaedic Association National Joint Replacement Registry. Report 2019
[2]. (b): density estimation for failure time associated to the KM estimates by cause of
revision for hip prostheses after first implant.

registry considers the following causes of revision: aseptic loosening, dislocation,

fracture, infection and lysis. Survival curves are reported in Figure 4.1 and the raw

data was recovered from those curves by solving (2.12). The probability densities

for failure time were estimated via a non parametric approach, exploiting the

smoothing provided by polynomial splines with time as a covariate [33].

As expected, according to literature already discussed in chapter 2, infection and

dislocation have high probability to occur within the first two years, while aseptic

loosening, fracture and lysis have high probability to occur long-term (Figure 4.1).

The probability densities in Figure 4.1 were used to fill in the Probability Matrix B

and the Operational Probability Matrix C as prior information without any updating

of observed information expressed via likelihood. Indeed, the aim is to test the

model against data that does not provide information about the operated side and,

then, information on the distribution of the failure times by cause of revision.

Probability densities for time of first revision after a primary and time of revision

of an already revised device, conditional on cause of revision, were assumed to be

the same. This hypothesis affects the results in a negligible way, as the aim is to

estimate the revision rate of first implantation via KM estimator.

4.2 Data exploration and preprocessing

Data was composed by 12083 records reported by the register of the Autonomous

Provinces of Trento and Bolzano between 2010 and 2018. Data was prepared for the

analysis according to the rules in the following flow:

1. KEEP: records reporting one of the ICD9-CM codes in Table C.1 in at least one
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of the variables describing the type of intervention performed. This decision

was made following the same criterion used in the published 2020 RIAP report

[14];

DROP: all of the other records.

Number of records kept: 12083→ 11976.

2. KEEP: records reporting either a code for primary intervention or a code for

revision;

DROP: records reporting both a code for primary intervention and a code for

revision.

(Assumption: primary and revision interventions can not be performed dur-

ing the same hospitalization.)

Number of records kept: 11976→ 11869.

3. KEEP: records about patients for which at most two hospitalization due to

primary interventions are observed;

DROP: records about patients for which more than two hospitalization due to

primary interventions are observed.

(Assumption: at most two primary interventions are admissible for a single

patient, as people have only two hips.)

Number of records kept: 11869→ 11639.

4. KEEP: records about patients for which at least one primary intervention is

observed;

DROP: records about patients for which only revision interventions are ob-

served.

(Assumption: if there is not record linkage between primary and revision

interventions to impute, then records can not be used.)

Number of records kept: 11639→ 10989.

5. KEEP: for the records about each patient, all the records for the patient on

interventions performed strating from the first observed primary in time.

DROP: for the records about each patient, all the records about revision

intervention performed before the first observed primary.
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Cause of
revision

Dislocation Fracture Infection Aseptic
loosening

Lysis Total

Frequency 54 44 63 143 9 313
Percentage 17.25% 14.06% 20.13% 45.69% 2.87% 100%

Table 4.1. Absolute and relative frequencies of causes of revision in Data from Autonomous
Provences of Trento e Bolzano

(Assumption: if a revision intervention is performed before the first observed

primary intervention, it is surely corresponding to an unobserved, left cen-

sored primary and there are neither record linkage between primary and

revision interventions to impute, nor survival time to measure, then records

can not be used.)

Number of records kept: 10989→ 10951.

The final dataset is composed by 10951 records where 10638 are primary inter-

ventions and 313 are revisions, performed on 9588 patients.

Causes of revision were assigned to each record associated to a revision inter-

vention by looking at ICD9-CM codes reported in the HDR, according to Table

C.2 and rules in Appendix C. Results about absolute and relative frequencies are

reported in Table 4.1

4.3 Results

The performance of the propose linkage method was evaluated by using the median

and the mode approaches introduced in Chapter 3. The considered metrics are the

accuracy in correctly matching primary interventions and revisions and the ability

of the model to lead to revision rate estimate as close as possible to the one obtained

when the operated side is known.

By using the mode approach, model accuracy was 87.93%, while it was 87.65%

on average with the median approach, with a minimum of 82.33% and a maximum

of 92.24% over 100 runs (Figure 4.2).

Table 4.2 shows that the absolute difference in revision rate, when using the

mode approach to link primaries and revisions, with respect to the KM estimate

when the operated side is known, is equal to 0.0028 on average (yearly basis). The

highest absolute difference is 0.0043 (year 4), while the smallest is equal to 0.0018

(year 1). When using the median approach the absolute difference is 0.0029 on
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Estimate 1 year 2 year 3 year 4 year 5 year
Mode 0.0018 0.0027 0.0040 0.0043 0.0028

Median 0.0011 0.0019 0.0030 0.0034 0.0032
Estimate 6 year 7 year 8 year 9 year AverageAverageAverage

Mode 0.0031 0.0027 0.0021 0.0021 0.00280.00280.0028
Median 0.0034 0.0036 0.0025 0.0043 0.00290.00290.0029

Table 4.2. Revision Rate difference on yearly basis between the KM estimate when the
operated side is known and the estimate after the use of the proposed linkage method.
Comparison between the performances of mode and median approaches.

average; the minimum distance is 0.0011 (year 1) and the maximum is 0.0043 (year

9).

The significance of the difference between the curves was tested by log-rank test

with equivalence as null hypothesis: for the mode approach, the null hypothesis is

not rejected (with a p-value equal to 0.1873) and the difference between the curves

is considered to be not statistically significant. Tha same occurs with the median

approach, as the difference between the curves is not statistically significant (p-value

equal to 0.1481).

The two approaches produce quite similar results in terms of accuracy in cor-

rectly matching primaries and revisions, with the accuracy in the mode approach

that is slightly higher (Figure 4.2). On the other hand, the analysis of recovering

of the KM estimate of the survival curve shows a better performance of the mode

approach, that leads to an estimate of the revision rate that is very close to the

one obtained when the operated side is known. With data at disposal, the mode

approach seems to be more efficient and it leads to a reliable approximation of the

survival curve in later times (years 5-9), while the median approach leads to a better

recovering in early times (years 1-4). However, both approaches lead to a reliable

estimate with respect to the surface where all possible KM estimates of the revision

rate may lie after a random or naive linkage (Figure 4.3). The reason of the slight

over-estimate in the revision rate observed in Figure 4.3 may be found in the short

observation time window (only nine years). As already highlighted by looking

at the model assessment on simulated data, the approximation gets better as the

time window increases, since the linkage model has to deal with a lower number of

unobserved primaries the revisions can be related to.
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Figure 4.2. Accuracy of the model in matching primaries and revisions. Relative frequencies:
accuracy by median approach over 100 runs. Black solid line: average accuracy by
median approach. Black dashed line: accuracy in mode approach.
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Figure 4.3. Real data: revision rate. Black, solid line: KM estimate when operated side is
known. Red, dashed line: KM estimate whien the proposed linkage method is used
to link primaries and revisions. Gray surface: region where KM estimates lie while
naive or random linkage between primary interventions and revisions is performed.
(a): mode approach; (b): median approach.
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Figure 4.4. Real data: revision rate. Black, solid line: KM estimate when operated side is
known. Red, dashed line: KM estimate whien the proposed linkage method is used
to link primaries and revisions. Gray lines: realizations of the KM estimates while
probabilistic record linkage models relying on partially identifying variables are used
to link primary interventions and revisions.

4.3.1 Comparison with standard probabilistic record linkage methods
applied to real data

To give a complete insight on the performance of the proposed linkage approach, it

is compared to standard probabilistic record linkage model. As exposed in Chapters

2 and 3, probabilistic record linkage methods rely on partially identifiying variables

that assign a certain probability to a set of candidate records to belong to the same

patient and, then, be linked to each other. Unfortunately, in the context under

analysis, as linkage uncertainty is due to the operated side, all candidate records

already belong to the same patient and have identical realizations of partially iden-

tifying variables. This means that all possible linkages have the same probability to

be selected, reducing the probabilistic record linkage method in a totally random

linkage procedure.

Such method, when applied to real data from Autonomous Provinces of Trento

and Bolzano, results in an average accuracy equal to 69% over 100 runs in linking
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interventions. Five realizations of the KM estimate derived after linking records by

classic probabilistic record linkage method (resulting in a totally random procedure)

are shown in Figure 4.4 and are compared to the resulting KM estimate obtained

after using the mode approach of the proposed linkage method. Such curves show

that a huge over-estimate or under-estimate of the revision rate can be the outcome

of using standard probabilistic record linkage models in this context. Even if KM

estimates can be very close to the one obtained when operated the side is known,

this is because of randomness, and a huge bias is probable to be observed.
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Concluding Remarks

Estimating the revision rate of primary implantation of joint prostheses is crucial to

assess the clinical performance of the implant. Even if information about the devices

is not available in HDRs, such data can be used to carry out epidemiological studies.

An accurate analysis may be useful to assess surgical practice and to understand

the reasons behind the interregional mobility. Moreover, an exploration at hospital

level can help to evaluate the efficacy of the procuring strategies of a structure.

Nevertheless, given the missing information about the operated side, an uncriti-

cal procedure to match primaries and revisions can be misleading. An important

over-estimate or under-estimate of the revision rate can lead all of the stakeholders

to erroneous decisions, implying an increased risk for patients’ safety.

The Bayesian probabilistic record linkage method proposed in this work is based

on the prior information that causes of revision give about the expected failure

time. It provides an effective tool to produce a matching between primary and

revision interventions with high accuracy. The results of the application of the

proposed method to real and simulated data show that the resulting estimate of

the survival curve is close to the one obtained when the operated side is known

and the observed error is substantially lower when compared to the one that can be

obtained via a naive linkage procedure.

The performance of the model is sensitive with respect to the quality in filling

Hospital Discharge Records, in particular in reporting the ICD9-CM codes used to

identify causes of revision. Low quality data can lead to a low accuracy in linking

primaries and revisions.

Another factor that can affect the performance of the proposed approach is

the quality of the estimates of the prior probability densities conditional on the

cause of revision derived from literature. Improving the accuracy of such estimates

by the use, for instance, of advanced parametric or non parametric models and

functional analysis or by the use of mixture models and Markov Chain Monte Carlo

techniques, may lead to a better performance of the linkage method and can be the
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topic for a future work.

A lack of accuracy in filling Hospital Discharge Records and the method used

to estimate the prior probability densities conditional to the cause of revision can

be the reason of the slight difference in the assessment metrics when evaluating

the performance of the proposed linkage method applied to simulated datasets in

chapter 3 with respect to the results obtained on real data in chapter 4.

The proposed linkage method, with available national data, allows to produce

the first reliable estimate of the revision rate for arthroplasty surgery at a national

level. Moreover, after linking primaries and revisions with high accuracy, any

further survival study, based on demographic and clinical information available

within the Hospital Discharge Records, is possible.
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Appendix A

Range of variation for

Kaplan-Meier estimates

Table A.1 depicts the four linkage scenarios used to define the surface where KM

estimates lie after producing any kind of linkage between primaries and revision

when the operated side is unknown.

A) The KM estimate of the survival curve resulting from this linkage pattern

leads to an estimated curve with the highest possible values in the first times

(1-2 years).

B) The KM estimate of the survival curve resulting from this linkage pattern

leads to an estimated curve with the highest possible values in the last time (9

years).

C) The KM estimate of the survival curve resulting from this linkage pattern

leads to an estimated curve with the lowest possible values in the last time (9

years).

D) The KM estimate of the survival curve resulting from this linkage pattern

leads to an estimated curve with the lowest possible values in the first times

(1-2 years).

The maximum and the minimum values of those curves at each time t are used

to define the surface boundaries.
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Number of

primaries

One primary Two primaries in a row Two primaries with re-

visions in between

Scenario A
The primary is linked

to the first revision. All

other revision are cor-

responding to an unob-

served primary

The second primary is

linked to the closest re-

vision; the first primary

is linked to the second

closest revision.

Both primary are

linked to their clos-

est revision in time,

respectively.

●

●

●

t

●

●

●

t

●

●

●

t

Scenario B
The primary is linked

to the farthest revision;

all revisions in between

are corresponding to an

unobserved primary.

The first primary is

linked to the first re-

vision; the second pri-

mary is linked to the

farthest revision.

The first primary is

linked to the first re-

vision; the second pri-

mary is linked to the

farthest revision.

●

●

●

t

●

●

●

t

●

●

●

t
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Scenario C
The primary is not

linked to any revision;

all revisions are corre-

sponding to an unob-

served primary.

The second primary is

linked to the closest re-

vision; the first primary

is not linked to any re-

vision

The first primary is

linked to the first re-

vision; the second pri-

mary is not linked to

any revision.

●

●

●

t

●

●

●

t

●

●

●

t

Scenario D
The primary is not

linked to any revision.

All revisions are corre-

sponding to an unob-

served primary.

The first primary is

linked to the closest re-

vision; the second pri-

mary is not linked to

any revision.

The first primary is

linked to the first re-

vision; the second pri-

mary is not linked to

any revision.

●

●

●

t

●

●

●

t

●

●

●

t

Table A.1. Linkage scenarios to carry out the surface where KM estimates of the revision
rate lie after performing any arbitrary linkage. Every revision for which the linkage is
not specified is considered as a re-revision of a previously performed revision. Black
dot: revision. Gray dot: primary. White dot: unobserved primary. Black line: linkage.
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Appendix B

Theorems

Lemma B.1. Given m vectors V1, . . . , Vm of size n such that Vj ∈ Rn ∀j = 1, . . . , m

and vj
i ith element of vector Vj,; given P(n, m), set of all the possible permutation with

repetition of n integers 1, . . . , n ∈N of size m, then

∑
(i1,...,im)∈P(n,m)

m

∏
j=1

vj
ij
=

m

∏
j=1

n

∑
i=1

vj
i

Proof

The lemma will be proven by induction.
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n=2

Using vectorial form and row by column product it is straightforward to show that
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i1,i2∈P(n,2)
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∑
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∑
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1 + · · ·+ v1
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∑
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i =

(
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∑
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i

)(
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i
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n

∑
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n=3

∑
i1,i2,i3∈P(n,3)
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∏
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ij
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Assuming the statement is true for m, let proof it holds for m + 1.

∑
i1,...,im+1∈P(n,m+1)

m+1

∏
j=1

vj
ij
= 1T

n V1VT
2 1nVT

3 1n · · ·VT
m 1nVT

m+11n =
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Theorem B.1. Given sssn ∈ Pn, set of all the possible permutation with repetition of n

natural numbers 1, . . . , n of size n; given the matrix C as it is defined in Definition 2.3,

then

∑
sssn∈Pn

n

∏
j=1

c(sssn)j,j = 1

Proof Let consider c.,j as jth column vector of matrix C defined in Definition 2.3;

c.,j ∈ [0, 1]n ⊂ Rn. According to Lemma B.1

∑
sssn∈Pn

n

∏
j=1

c(sssn)j,j =
n

∏
j=1

n

∑
i=1

ci,j.

By definition of Operational Probability Matrix, it is a left stochastic matrix, namely

n

∑
i=1

ci,j = 1 ∀j = 1, . . . , n.

Then,

∑
sssn∈Pn

n

∏
j=1

c(sssn)j,j =
n

∏
j=1

n

∑
i=1

ci,j =
n

∏
j=1

1 = 1. �
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Theorem B.2. Given the Operational Probability Matrix, the Augmented Operational

Probability Matrix, a Clinical Path an ∈ An defined in Definitions 2.3, 2.4 and 2.1

respectively, and the probability of a clinical path to occur in (2.8), then

lim
t0→−∞

P(aaan) =

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

Proof

lim
t0→−∞

P(aaan) = lim
t0→−∞

(koss − 1)

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

+

+(1− (koss − 1))

(1− qt,t0)

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

+qt,t0

n

∏
j=1

c∗(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c∗(aaan)j,j


 =

=(koss − 1)

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

+

+(1− (koss − 1))


n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

lim
t0→−∞

(1− qt,t0) +

n

∏
j=1

c∗(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c∗(aaan)j,j

lim
t0→−∞

qt,t0

 =

By (2.6) for any probability density function f (·), the following holds:

lim
t0→−∞

qt,t0 = lim
t0→−∞

∫ ∞

t−t0

f (dx)

= lim
t0→−∞

∫ ∞

∞
f (dx) = 0.
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Then,

lim
t0→−∞

P(aaan) =(koss − 1)

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

+

+(1− (koss − 1))


n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

lim
t0→−∞

(1− qt,t0) +

n

∏
j=1

c∗(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c∗(aaan)j,j

lim
t0→−∞

qt,t0

 =

=(koss − 1)

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

+

+(1− (koss − 1))


n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

(1− 0) +

n

∏
j=1

c∗(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c∗(aaan)j,j

0

 =

=(koss − 1)

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

+ (1− (koss − 1))

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

=

=

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

∑
aaan∈An

n

∏
j=1

c(aaan)j,j

. �
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Appendix C

ICD9-CM codes mapping table

Tables C.1 and C.2 show the mapping from ICD9-CM codes to registry modalities

for type of intervention and cause of revision, respectively.

In case of multiple possible assignment to a record for type of cause of revision

(codes corresponding to both primary and revision in the same record; two or more

codes related to two or more different causes of revision in the same record), the

following preference hierarchy is considered:

Infection � Lysis � Fracture � Dislocation � Aseptic loosening

Type of intervention ICD9-CM code Description
Primary 81.51 Total hip arthroplasty
Primary 81.52 Partial hip arthroplasty
Revision 81.53 Hip arthroplasty revision
Revision 00.70 Hip arthroplasty total revision (both ac-

etabular and femural components)
Revision 00.71 Hip arthroplasty partial revision (acetab-

ular component)
Revision 00.72 Hip arthroplasty partial revision (femural

component)
Revision 00.73 Hip arthroplasty revision (acetabular in-

sert and/or femural head)
Revision 80.05 Arthrotomy for removal of prosthesis

without replacement, hip
Table C.1. Mapping from ICD9-CM codes to regisrty-kind modalities for type of interven-

tion.
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Cause of revision ICD9-CM code Description

Aseptic loosening

996.4 Mechanical complication of internal or-

thopedic device implant and graft

996.40 Unspecified mechanical complication of

internal orthopedic device, implant, and

graft

996.41 Mechanical loosening of prosthetic joint

996.47 Other mechanical complication of pros-

thetic joint implant

996.49 Other mechanical complication of other

internal orthopedic device, implant, and

graft

996.52 Mechanical complication due to graft of

other tissue, not elsewhere classified

996.59 Mechanical complication due to other im-

plant and internal device, not elsewhere

classified

Dislocation

345.80 Other forms of epilepsy and recurrent

seizures, without mention of intractable

epilepsy

718.3 Recurrent dislocation of joint

718.30 Recurrent dislocation of joint, site unspec-

ified

718.35 Recurrent dislocation of joint, pelvic re-

gion and thigh

718.7 Developmental dislocation of joint

718.70 Developmental dislocation of joint, site

unspecified

718.75 Developmental dislocation of joint, pelvic

region and thigh

835 Dislocation of hip

835.0 Closed dislocation of hip

835.00 Closed dislocation of hip, unspecified site

835.01 Posterior dislocation of unspecified hip,

initial encounter
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Dislocation

835.02 Closed obturator dislocation of hip

835.03 Other closed anterior dislocation of hip

839.69 Closed dislocation, other location.

905.6 Late effect of dislocation

996.42 Dislocation of prosthetic joint

Infection

041.4 Escherichia coli [e. coli] infection in condi-

tions classified elsewhere and of unspeci-

fied site

682.6 Cellulitis and abscess of leg, except foot

711.95 Infection and inflammatory reaction due

to other internal orthopedic device, im-

plant, and graft

711.98 Unspecified infection of bone, other speci-

fied sites

711.99 Unspecified infection of bone, multiple

sites

730.95 Unspecified infection of bone, pelvic re-

gion and thigh

996.60 Infection and inflammatory reaction due

to unspecified device, implant, and graft

996.66 Infection and inflammatory reaction due

to internal joint prosthesis

996.67 Infection and inflammatory reaction due

to other internal orthopedic device, im-

plant, and graft

998.51 Infected postoperative seroma

998.59 Other postoperative infection

998.6 Persistent postoperative fistula

Fracture

733.82 Nonunion of fracture

808.0 Closed fracture of acetabulum

820 Fracture of neck of femur

820.0 Transcervical fracture closed

820.00 Closed fracture of intracapsular section of

neck of femur, unspecified

820.01 Closed fracture of epiphysis (separation)

(upper) of neck of femur
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Fracture

820.02 Closed fracture of midcervical section of

neck of femur

820.03 Closed fracture of base of neck of femur

820.09 Other closed transcervical fracture of neck

of femur

820.1 Transcervical fracture open

820.10 Open fracture of intracapsular section of

neck of femur, unspecified

820.11 Open fracture of epiphysis (separation)

(upper) of neck of femur

820.12 Open fracture of midcervical section of

neck of femur

820.13 Open fracture of base of neck of femur

820.19 Other open transcervical fracture of neck

of femur

820.2 Pertrochanteric fracture of femur closed

820.20 Closed fracture of trochanteric section of

neck of femur

820.21 Closed fracture of intertrochanteric sec-

tion of neck of femur

820.22 Closed fracture of subtrochanteric section

of neck of femur

820.3 Pertrochanteric fracture of femur open

820.30 Open fracture of trochanteric section of

neck of femur, unspecified

820.31 Open fracture of intertrochanteric section

of neck of femur

820.32 Open fracture of subtrochanteric section

of neck of femur

820.8 Closed fracture of unspecified part of neck

of femur

820.9 Open fracture of unspecified part of neck

of femur

821 Fracture of other and unspecified parts of

femur
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Fracture

821.0 Fracture of shaft or unspecified part of

femur closed

821.00 Closed fracture of unspecified part of fe-

mur

821.01 Closed fracture of shaft of femur

821.1 Fracture of shaft or unspecified part of

femur open

821.10 Open fracture of unspecified part of fe-

mur

821.11 Open fracture of shaft of femur

821.2 Fracture of lower end of femur closed

821.20 Closed fracture of lower end of femur, un-

specified part

821.21 Closed fracture of condyle, femoral

821.22 Closed fracture of epiphysis, lower (sepa-

ration) of femur

821.23 Closed supracondylar fracture of femur

821.29 Other closed fracture of lower end of fe-

mur

821.3 Fracture of lower end of femur open

821.30 Open fracture of lower end of femur, un-

specified part

821.31 Open fracture of condyle, femoral

821.32 Open fracture of epiphysis. Lower (sepa-

ration) of femur

821.33 Open supracondylar fracture of femur

821.39 Other open fracture of lower end of femur

905.3 Late effect of fracture of neck of femur

905.4 Late effect of fracture of lower extremities

996.43 Broken prosthetic joint implant

996.44 Peri-prosthetic fracture around prosthetic

joint

Lysis
718.25 Pathological dislocation of joint, pelvic re-

gion and thigh

996.45 Peri-prosthetic osteolysis
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Lysis 996.46 Articular bearing surface wear of pros-

thetic joint

Table C.2. Mapping from ICD9-CM codes to regisrty-kind modalities for cause of revision.
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Appendix D

R code

All applications in Chapters 3 and 4 are implemented by software R, version 3.6.3
(2020-02-29) – "Holding the Windsock". A code implementing Mode and Median
approaches of the proposed probabilistic record linkage method follows:

# Input : candidate . records

# A data. frame with following variables :

## $myid : charachter ; the id of each candidate record

## $primary : boolean (T/F); T = the record corresponds to an hospitalization

## for primary intervention

## $revision boolean (T/F); T = the record corresponds to an hospitalization

## for revision intervention

### $primary and $revision are mutually excluseve

## $t: the time elapsed between the intervention date and the starting time

## of data collection

## $caur : the cause of revision of every revision record (NA if primary )

### $caur must be filled with elements of the set of

### row names of prior . measures

# Input : T.max

# a numeric valure with the total number of grid times

# in the observed time window
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# Input : f. param . estimate

# The parameter estimate of the f ( estimated density of time elapsing

# between two primaries );

# here it is assumed to be the estimated parameter of an exponential

# Input : prior . measures

# A matrix with T.max columns where each row is the estimated probability

# of revision at a time t conditional on a certan cause of revision

# ( given in the row name)

# Input : all. possible .path

# A list that provides all the possible clinical paths ;

# the i^th element of the list provides all posible clinical

# paths in case of a Probability matrix associated to a set

# of candidate records with i revisions

# Mode Approch

assign .path.mode= function ( candidate .records ,

T.max ,

f. param .estimate ,

prior .measures ,

all. possible .path ){

# Count the total number of hospitalizations due to a revision

# intervention among the candidate records

n=sum( candidate . records$revision )

# If there is not any revision , set the output to NA

if(n==0) out= cbind (NA ,NA)

# Let consider the cases for which revision interventions exist

# among candidate records

if(n >0){

## Set the case of two primary interventions exist among

## candidate records

case =" double "

## Define which records are related to primary interventions

primaries = which ( candidate . records$primary ==T)

## Define which records are related to revision interventions

revisions = which ( candidate . records$revision ==T)

## Count the total number of hospitalizations due to a parimary

## intervention among the candidate records
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k=sum( candidate . records$primary )

## Count the total number of candidate records

N=nrow( candidate . records )

## Consider the case with one observed primaries

if(k ==1){

### Compute the time elapsing bitween the intervention time

### and the last observation time

t0=abs( candidate . records$t [ primaries ]-T.max)

### Compute f() at t0: here it is exponential shaped by

### hypothesis ( section simulation study )

p=pexp(t0 ,rate = f. param . estimate )

### Define if an unobserved primary must be considered

### in the candidate records according to estimated f

case= sample (c(" double "," single "),

size = 1,

replace = F,

prob = c(1-p,p))

}

## Consider the case of an unobserved primary

if(k==1 & case ==" double "){

### Initialize a matrix M[i,j]

### with element M_i ,j = time elapsing

### between interventions i and j

M= matrix (0,N,N)

### Fill the matrix M

for(i in 1:N) M[1:i,i]= abs( candidate . records$t [i]-

candidate . records$t [1:i])

### Adapt the matrix M to the case of an unobserved primary

M= matrix ( ceiling (M[-nrow(M), revisions ]), ncol=n)

colnames (M)= candidate . records$caur [ revisions ]

M= rbind (T.max ,M)

### Initialize the operational probability matrix

P= matrix (NA ,nrow =(N),ncol=n)

### Fill the Operational Probability Matrix with prior measures

for (i in 1:n) P[,i]= prior . measures [ colnames (M)[i],(M[,i ]+1)]

### Define the probabilities of every possible clinical path

### according to the Operational Probability Matrix

foo=c()

for(i in 1:(2^ n)){
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foo[i]= prod(P[ cbind (as. matrix (

all. possible .path [[n]]

)[i ,] ,1:n)])

}

### Choose the most probable path

chosen .path=all. possible .path [[n]][ which .max(foo ),]

options (warn = -1)

### Set the candidate records id to which revisions

### are linked to

ref.id=as. vector (c(0, candidate . records$myid ))

options (warn =0)

### Define the output as two colums : the candidate

### records id and the id of the hospitalizations

### to which they are linked to

out= cbind (id= candidate . records$myid [ revisions ],

ref.id=ref.id[as. vector (as. numeric ( chosen .path ))])

}

## Consider the case with one observed primary and

## no unobserved primaries

if(k==1 & case ==" single "){

## Define the output as two colums : the candidate records

## id and the id of the hospitalizations to which they

## are linked to

out= cbind (id= candidate . records$myid [ revisions ],

ref.id= candidate . records$myid [-N])

## Consider the case with two observed primaries

if(k ==2){

### Initialize a matrix M[i,j]

### with element M_i ,j = time elapsing

### between interventions i and j

M= matrix (0,N,N)

### Fill the matrix M

for(i in 1:N) M[1:i,i]= abs( candidate . records$t [i]-

candidate . records$t [1:i])

M= matrix ( ceiling (M[-nrow(M), revisions ]), ncol=n)

colnames (M)= candidate . records$caur [ revisions ]

### Initialize the operational probability matrix

P= matrix (NA ,nrow =(N -1) , ncol=n)

### Fill the Operational Probability Matrix

### with prior measures

for (i in 1:n) P[,i]= prior . measures [ colnames (M)[i],(M[,i ]+1)]

foo=c()
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### Define the probabilities of every possible clinical path

### according to the Operational Probability Matrix

for(i in 1:(2^ n)){

foo[i]= prod(P[ cbind (as. matrix (

all. possible .path [[n]])[i ,] ,1:n)]

)

}

### Choose the most probable path

chosen .path=all. possible .path [[n]][ which .max(foo ),]

options (warn = -1)

### Set the candidate records id to which revisions

### are linked to

ref.id=as. vector ( candidate . records$myid )

options (warn =0)

### Define the output as two colums : the candidate

### records id and the id of the hospitalizations

### to which they are linked to

out= cbind (id= candidate . records$myid [ revisions ],

ref.id=ref.id[as. vector (as. numeric ( chosen .path ))])

}

# Return the output

return (out)

}

# Median Approch

assign .path. median = function ( candidate .records ,

T.max ,

f. param .estimate ,

prior .measures ,

all. possible .path ){

# Count the total number of hospitalizations due to a revision

# intervention among the candidate records

n=sum( candidate . records$revision )

# If there is not any revision , set the output to NA

if(n==0) out= cbind (NA ,NA)

# Let consider the cases for which revision interventions exist

# among candidate records

if(n >0){

## Set the case of two primary interventions exist among

## candidate records

case =" double "
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## Define which records are related to primary interventions

primaries = which ( candidate . records$primary ==T)

## Define which records are related to revision interventions

revisions = which ( candidate . records$revision ==T)

## Count the total number of hospitalizations due to a parimary

## intervention among the candidate records

k=sum( candidate . records$primary )

## Count the total number of candidate records

N=nrow( candidate . records )

## Consider the case with one observed primaries

if(k ==1){

### Compute the time elapsing bitween the intervention time

### and the last observation time

t0=abs( candidate . records$t [ primaries ]-T.max)

### Compute f() at t0: here it is exponential shaped by

### hypothesis ( section simulation study )

p=pexp(t0 ,rate = f. param . estimate )

### Define if an unobserved primary must be considered

### in the candidate records according to estimated f

case= sample (c(" double "," single "),

size = 1,

replace = F,

prob = c(1-p,p))

}

## Consider the case of an unobserved primary

if(k==1 & case ==" double "){

### Initialize a matrix M[i,j]

### with element M_i ,j = time elapsing

### between interventions i and j

M= matrix (0,N,N)

### Fill the matrix M

for(i in 1:N) M[1:i,i]= abs( candidate . records$t [i]-

candidate . records$t [1:i])

### Adapt the matrix M to the case of an unobserved primary

M= matrix ( ceiling (M[-nrow(M), revisions ]), ncol=n)

colnames (M)= candidate . records$caur [ revisions ]

M= rbind (T.max ,M)

### Initialize the operational probability matrix

P= matrix (NA ,nrow =(N),ncol=n)
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### Fill the Operational Probability Matrix with prior measures

for (i in 1:n) P[,i]= prior . measures [ colnames (M)[i],(M[,i ]+1)]

### Define the probabilities of every possible clinical path

### according to the Operational Probability Matrix

foo=c()

for(i in 1:(2^ n)){

foo[i]= prod(P[ cbind (as. matrix (

all. possible .path [[n]]

)[i ,] ,1:n)])

}

### Choose the most probable path

chosen .path=all. possible .path [[n]][

sample (1:(2^ k),size = 1, replace = T,prob = foo),

]

options (warn = -1)

### Set the candidate records id to which revisions

### are linked to

ref.id=as. vector (c(0, candidate . records$myid ))

options (warn =0)

### Define the output as two colums : the candidate

### records id and the id of the hospitalizations

### to which they are linked to

out= cbind (id= candidate . records$myid [ revisions ],

ref.id=ref.id[as. vector (as. numeric ( chosen .path ))])

}

## Consider the case with one observed primary and

## no unobserved primaries

if(k==1 & case ==" single "){

## Define the output as two colums : the candidate records

## id and the id of the hospitalizations to which they

## are linked to

out= cbind (id= candidate . records$myid [ revisions ],

ref.id= candidate . records$myid [-N])

## Consider the case with two observed primaries

if(k ==2){

### Initialize a matrix M[i,j]

### with element M_i ,j = time elapsing

### between interventions i and j

M= matrix (0,N,N)

### Fill the matrix M

for(i in 1:N) M[1:i,i]= abs( candidate . records$t [i]-

candidate . records$t [1:i])

M= matrix ( ceiling (M[-nrow(M), revisions ]), ncol=n)
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colnames (M)= candidate . records$caur [ revisions ]

### Initialize the operational probability matrix

P= matrix (NA ,nrow =(N -1) , ncol=n)

### Fill the Operational Probability Matrix

### with prior measures

for (i in 1:n) P[,i]= prior . measures [ colnames (M)[i],(M[,i ]+1)]

foo=c()

### Define the probabilities of every possible clinical path

### according to the Operational Probability Matrix

for(i in 1:(2^ n)){

foo[i]= prod(P[ cbind (as. matrix (

all. possible .path [[n]])[i ,] ,1:n)]

)

}

### Choose the most probable path

chosen .path=all. possible .path [[n]][

sample (1:(2^ k),size = 1, replace = T,prob = foo),

]

options (warn = -1)

### Set the candidate records id to which revisions

### are linked to

ref.id=as. vector ( candidate . records$myid )

options (warn =0)

### Define the output as two colums : the candidate

### records id and the id of the hospitalizations

### to which they are linked to

out= cbind (id= candidate . records$myid [ revisions ],

ref.id=ref.id[as. vector (as. numeric ( chosen .path ))])

}

# Return the output

return (out)

}

# Produce the automatic linkage by sets of candidate records

# belonging to the same patient ( Data$pseudo )

# Data: the whole dataset

# A data. frame with the variables required by assign .path.mode

# and assign .path. median

# Set assign .path equal to assign .path.mode or assign .path. median

matching . revisions = function (Data ,
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T.max ,

f. param .estimate ,

prior .measures ,

all. possible .path ){

out=by(Data , Data$pseudo , assign .path ,

T.max = T.max ,

f. param . estimate = f. param .estimate ,

prior . measures = prior .measures ,

all. possible .path = all. possible .path)

out= lapply (out ,t)

out= matrix (as. vector (as. numeric (do.call(c, lapply (out , unlist )))) ,

ncol =2, byrow = T)

return (out)

}

# Output : a matrix with two columns : the candidate records id ’s and

# the corresponding linked record id ’s
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